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Students make magic
by Maggie Frampton
staff writer

The Land of Kudzu was
transformed into a Magical
Kingdom during the First Friday Parade and pep-rally last
Friday.
n
Sororities, fraternities and
many non-Greek organizations
tot II
worked together under the direcM tion of Central Spirit to facilitate
this annual event.
From the infamous kudzu
people to the country boys on
the hay ride, this parade offered excitement from the
smallest cub to the king of the
jungle.
Student groups kicked this
year's football season off with
a little more "Magic" than
usual.
Floats featured a collection of
Disney themes such as Aladdin,
^Herbie the Love Bug, Peter Pan,
Fantasia and The Jungle Book,
to name a few.
Kappa Alpha Theta won first
prize in the float contest for their
version of the Disney classic entitled, Alice in Tigerland. Second
place was taken by Alpha Chi
Omega for Fantasia, and Delta
-■vj
Delta Delta took third prize for
The Jungle Book.
Susan Beckham from Delta
Delta Delta was named the new
Miss. First Friday. Runner-up
was Lorian Moose from Zeta Tau

Alpha, and second runner-up was
Catherine Garrison from Kappa
Alpha Theta.
Students said the parade
and pep-rally are hard proof
of what the Clemson spirit is
all about.
Senior Denise Dobrzynski
said, "This is what Clemson is
all about. This pep-rally right

m

m

here.
"I'm in a sorority and I'm a
Tiger, and that's what its all
about."
Garrison, third place winner
to Miss. First Friday said she
agrees with Dobrzynski.
"This is the pinnacle of Tiger Spirit. It is the complete
coming together of an entire

university to celebrate the hope
of a lasting victory," said Garrison.
Freshman Jeff Sheets said he
enjoyed his first First Friday. "I
really enjoyed the parade. It
looked like a lot of work was put
into the floats. It was really exciting. Our students have a lot of
pride."

Larry Barthelemy IV/senior staff photographer

Sororities, fraternities and other student groups participated in the
First Friday parade. The day was ended with a pep rally in the
amphitheater.

Restructuring proposed
by Mari Linn Love
staff writer

0

Debates still continue as the Strategic Planning Task Force
wages on to consolidate colleges, emphasizing staff and administrative development and long term planning for the University.
A student town meeting will be held in Lee Hall Auditorium
(Room 111) on Wednesday, Sept. 14, from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Everyone is encouraged to come and express concerns or debate
issues of the task force.
"There is an attitude of not wanting change," said Holly
Ulbrich, chair of the Academic Reorganization Task Force. But
as more information reaches the masses, Ulbrich feels people are
willing to consider the proposals.
Under academic organization, a move is being considered to
consolidate the nine colleges to six. One model places Liberal
Arts under Sciences. According to Ulbrich, this is being done
because Liberal Arts is seen as "the guardian of general education."
There is also a discussion of including Education with Human
Development under the College of Arts and Sciences. The
consolidation of colleges is being considered because "there
would be more flexibility with resources," stated Ulbrich.
Task forces are also looking into a May-mester, which would
abandon the trimestser system. Essentially, a May-mester would
allow students to take a course in about a three week period.
"We looked at the spaces of the summer classes and it was
pretty much a disaster. We noticed there was a period from after
May graduation to early June, where a student could take a
course. This would allow a full semester in the summer," Ulbrich
stated.
There are six areas where the task forces are looking to revise.
They are academic organization, faculty rewards, staff rewards,

Parking
problems
by Terrell Johnson
editor-in-chief
Even though there are
only around 12,000 parking spaces on campus, the
Parking and Traffic Control office has issued
15,685 permits so far this
semester.
In an effort to accommodate this increasing
need for parking, the University is planning to construct two new parking lots
to be made available by the
end of this semester. However, Director of Parking
and Traffic Control Joe
Granger says that the number of spaces on campus
will only increase by about
600 once the lots are completed.
| Last fall 9747 permits
were issued to students for
on-campus use. This fall
9805 permits had been sold
prior to Aug. 3 I, yet
Granger states that the
amount of available parking has no changed much
since 1992.
"The next major change
will come when the new
[C-l and P-01] lots come
on line. There will be some
spaces that will be opened
. . . on Cherry Rd., but no
major changes," says
Granger.
Not everyone, with a
parking permit is expected
to be on campus at the same

budgeting/funding, professional development and administrative/separate organizations.
Incentive is the underlying message for faculty rewards. To acquire a
promotion and tenure, faculty members must excel in two of the three
see PARKING, 10A
missions. An absolute requirement would be effective teaching
across the board. As an incentive, a
significant salary increase must be
Tuition and Fee Increases
accompanied with promotions.
from 1979 -1994
Education for staff members is the
consideration for continuous im$9,000 fSj&i'ji'::':; &:;&!:£:
provement. Under debate is an orientation to the staff concerning the
$8,000
University's goals and objectives.
Assurances to the staff that feedback
$7,000
is welcomed as a way to manage
opportunity fortraining, professional
$6,000
development and advancement.
In the area of budget and funding,
$5,000
a consideration of changing lab fees
to reflect the true cost of operation.
Also being examined is the feasibility
c
$4,000
Q
of changing tuition on a per credit
hour basis.
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The task force for professional development is looking in to a workshop
$2,000
which will establish a plan for each
faculty, staff and administrator con$1,000
cerning individual growth. Students
would be able to create a professional
"blueprint" with advisors to allow a
$0
competitive edge in the job market.
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see TASK, page 9
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Good news for disabled

Sorority
tries
again

by D. Linsey Wisdom
news editor

by Nell J. Beatty
staff writer
Last spring the Alpha Gamma Delta
sorority took up a hall at Clemson and
opened their doors for the very first
timed to pledges. The quest to join Clemson Greek life started seven years ago,
when the alumnae of the Alpha Gamma
Delta sorority started settling in the
Clemson area. These alumnae began to
search for a local chapter. Much to their
dismay, SC did not have an Alpha
Gamma Delta chapter at any university
or college. Two years later, serious research about the requirements to start
the new chapter at Clemson began in
earnest. When the Pi Beta Phi's closed
their doors and left their hall last spring,
the time was perfect for the Alpha
Gamma Deltas to move onto campus.
The sorority held rush last spring to
start the chapter, but held off their rush
for this semester until Sept. 9. The sorority is already 48 members strong and
according to Valerie Fallert, chapter
president, the sorority needs about 130
girls to be competitively strong.
The chapter has already taken Clemson by storm. Last spring, the new sorority won the volleyball tournament
during the Greek Week festivities. This
semester was launched with similar enthusiasm. The sorority made quite a
showing at First Friday with their float,
and plans are being made for an even
more impressive showing at Tigerama
and Derby Days.
There are many rewards and benefits
that go along with being a member of
Alpha GammaDelta. Career opportunities are available through the Rose vine
Career Network for the sisters of the
sorority. Also, the foundation sponsors
juvenile diabetes research and helped
the victims of the earthquake in San
Francisco. The victims received loans
and grants to help them reestablish themselves in the community.
Fallert said that they are looking for
girls willing to "make a mold, not
break a mold" and "driven" and
"unique" girls interested in this sorority should stop by the Palmetto Ballroom on Thursday, Sept. 8. Another
option is stopping by the Poole and
Shanklin Room in the Clemson House
on Friday, Sept. 9. If anyone has any
questions they should contact Valerie
Fallert at 858-6298.

Arnold Edwards /acting art director

The University adds teletypewriter machines to aid in the
use of telephones for the hearing impaired. Three facilities
now have TTY machines.

Salary increase SC state newsV?
by D. Linsey
Wisdom
news editor
Last May, thirty University employees received
pay raises because of their
sex.
In a six-month research
study executed by the Commission on the Status of
Women, thirty faculty
members were found to
have gender-base inequities in their salaries.
The study was started in
an effort by Max Lennon to
improve the quality of work
environment for women
faculty and staff. The first
issue examined by the
Comission was salary differences.
Carol
Blesser,
Comission chair, said
"Equal compensation has
clearly emerged as the leading issue for women on this
campus and day care is not
far behind.
"Although the faculty
salary study has been
completed, and the
administration's response
has been gratifying, this is
an issue that we will continue to monitor closely."
The study involved 454
men and 136 women. Faculty members with full time
tenured or tenure-track fac-

ulty were the only faculty
examined in this study. Included in this were full time
librarians with faculty rank.
One other determining factor
in the study was that departments had to have both male
and female employees in the
department.
Variables that were examined included seniority, highest degree earned, discipline,
and starting rank.
The Comission commented on the swiftness of
action taken in regards to their
findings. According to the
comission, the University
President (at that time,
Lennon) was willing and eager to meet the needs of
women faculty.
There are four committees
that examine different women's
issues on campus: compensation and benefits, employment,
training and promotion, discrimination and sexual harassment, and dependent care and
support services.
Each committee has various goals including removing
occupational differences, improvements regarding health
and insurance policies, hiring
more women into senior faculty positions, prevention of
sexual harassment, child care
on campus and support of
Women's study courses.
This fall the committee will
continue their research with
classified staff.

Housing costs lowered
by Robert Lucas
staff writer
Once again the installation
of cable television has been
postponed.
During the summer it became apparent to the Housing
Office that the cable contract
had gotten bogged down once
again.
After the decision of not
installing cable was made, it
was then decided that the
housing fees for areas without cable would be reduced
by $30.
The reduction was accomplished by billing students the

In an effort to meet the needs of the
handicapped on campus, the University
has added teletypewriter (TTY) machines
for the hearing impaired.
Three units have been installed in
various areas around campus. One is
located in the telecommunications office, another is found in the Student
Development office and the CUPD
houses the third unit.
Zelda Kleister, telecommunications
business manager, said "We're complying
with the Americans with Disabilities Act
and trying to anticipate the needs of the
hearing impaired on campus."
TTY transmits typed messages from
one machine to the screen of another TTY
machine. Telephone lines are used as the
transmitting source for these machines.

reduced amount instead of
dealing with complicated refunds.
Campus apartments, the
new dorms, Mauldin Hall and
Clemson House presently
have cable.
Students in dorms without
cable in every room do have the
option of watching television
downstairs since all lounges are
equipped with cable.
The contracts for installment are still being negotiated.
Within one or two months it
will become known whether the
campus will receive cable, and
by October housing will know
whether or not other alternatives should be examined.

While this information
shows Clemson University_
may soon receive cable, many
students are left without the
luxury of watching their favorite programs. Considering
reception is so poor in the
dorms without cable, students
have been forced to hang antennas out of their windows
in order to try to pick up a
station.
Jennifer Causey said, "I
lived in the Shoeboxes last
year and I was constantly trying to adjust my antennae to
get it to pick up something.
This year I live in a room with
cable and it seems weird to
only have to turn the TV on to
get a clear picture."

HILTON HEAD ISLAND, S.C. (AP)
Some 400 white defenders of the rebel banner sang "Dixie" and carried hundreds of the flags
down the main street Sunday. A day earlier, the
NAACP brought nearly
1,000 people to the same
avenue to protest the
flag's position of honor at
the Statehouse.
SC is the only state to
fly the Confederate battle
flag above its Capitol. GA
and MS includeits design
on their state flags.
.,
Defenders call the flag
a tribute to Southern culture and history. Opponents condemn it as a blatant symbol of slavery and
bigotry. More demonstrations are planned for other
SC cities.
William Carter, president of the state chapter
of the Council of Conservative Citizens, told the
cheering, all-white crowd
Sunday that it was time to
take a stand: "We've
given them everything
they wanted. Now they
want our flag.
"If we can have a Martin Luther King Day, a
Black History Month,
why can't we have the
Confederate battle flag fly
above the Statehouse?"
said Carter, who was state
campaign manager for
former
Ku
Klux
Klansman and presidential candidate David
Duke.
"Every time I see that
flag, it is an attack on my
dignity," NAACP Chairman William Gibson said
Saturday.
The National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People said it
will hold off imposing an
economic boycott.on the
state to force'the flag's
removal, at least"until the
state Supreme Court rules
on the issue.
On the last day of the
1994 session,1 lawmakers
killed a bill that would
lower the flag from the
dome and raise similar
banners and a civil rights

monument on Statehouse grounds.
Civic and business leaders, fearing damage to the state's economic
development, have asked the court
to mediate a settlement.
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP)
Despite concerns about fewer high
school graduates trying to get into
college and tougher entrance requirements around the state, South
Carolina's two largest universities
are seeing more freshman students
show up for class this year than they
expected.
CU and the USC both show
increased numbers of first-year students enrolled for the fall semesters
following the first week of classes.
CU increased their number of
freshmen from 2,297 to 2,369 between 1993-94, while the University
of South Carolina increased from
2,328 to 2,410.
Both schools are still registering students for classes, so the numbers may go up, said Frank Gentry,
Clemson Associate Dean of Admissions and Registration.
Both schools are also expecting
an overall decrease in the total student population.
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) _ SC
has avoided, for now at least, an
economic boycott aimed at lowering the Confederate battle flag from
the state Capitol. But the state is
getting a full dose of national attention about it.
The group says the state's economic development efforts are damaged by the banner's perch on the
Statehouse, the only state capital
where it still flies.
On Saturday, about 1,000 antiflag marchers, led by national leaders of the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored
People, threatened a string of protests in the state's largest cities.
But they held off on economic
sanctions, at least until the state's
highest court hears a lawsuit seeking the flag's removal.

The Tiger would like to
make a correction from last
week's article "Restoration
for cultural center." The
building was noted as Kees
Barn, the correct name is
Keese Barn.
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TEAMS provide for minorities
and tell minority students about
the opportunities provided by
TEAMS. "The impact that this
A year-old organization has had-1 was so surprised. Right bemade tremendous strides in in- fore classes started 66 students
creasing the minority enrollment had been accepted and had reto Clemson — by 100 percent, to served dorm rooms in comparison
with last years 33. There were nine
be exact.
The organization is called or ten that didn't show although
TEAMS (Tools for Enrichment they had rooms. Still, that's very
and Advancement in Mathemat- spectacular." said Yardley.
He contributes this 100 perics and Sciences) and is directed
cent
increase of minority student
by Dr. Darrell G. Yardley, assoenrollment to the students inciate zoology professor.
"The program, (funded volved with the program.
"I neverreally anticipated this,
through the National Science
Foundation (NSF) and the Alli- but it appears that what is most
ance for Minority Participation important, what makes the pro(AMP)) is primarily organized gram so successful is students
around mentoring and is made up being involved with the program.
of juniors and seniors who men- They have a place they feel they
tor (minority) underclassmen," can identify with and people they
can talk to , and they talk a lot of
said Yardley.
"We provide tutors. We have science," he said.
"The kids seem to be excited
workshops, summer workshops conabout
the program. I have been
ducted by the PEER minority program in Engineering, and during the pleasantly pleased. They want to
year in math — primarily Calculus. be a part of the program because of
We also have some scholarship the positive atmosphere and the
senseof community. Students used
money available," he said.
One of TEAMS' responsibili- to feel isolated and were faced
ties is the recruiting of minority with insensitivity and no one to
students. Groups underrepresented talk to. This program has really
in the sciences are Hispanics, changed this," Yardley said.
Senior Tiffany West is a stuAmerican Indians, Pacific Islanddent assistant for the program
ers, and African Americans.
Yardley said students involved and said she felt alone at first on
with TEAMS last school year the primarily white campus. She
proposed to go back to their schools said she became involved with
by Maggie Frampton
staff writer

the mentorship program to help
fellow minority students not feel
so alone.
"I can help kids not go through
what I went through," said West.
West said this year is much
more organized than the pilot
year. In fact she said the number
of students in volved with the program including all classes has
tripled from 40 to 120 minority
students. The mentors specifically help make schedules and do
outings and help freshmen make
friends, West said. They do a lot
of tutoring, especially in Calculus. They go to dinner, skating
and are planning a retreat to the
mountains. They also organize
workshops and help with the recruiting of freshmen.
Freshman LaShondra Washington, an Biological Sciences
major, said she heard about
TEAMS from the students who
visited her school and brought
pamphlets and brochures. She
said she wanted to become involved because of "the
mentorship support, free tutoring and an opportunity to learn
more about my major and to get
to know some of the professors in
the departments of math and science."
According to Yardley,
TEAMS was established primarily to increase tenrollment
among under represented minori-
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as TEAMS are necessary because
it is estimated "that by the year
2025, whites will only make up
25 percent of the population. We
need to tap into and not waste
people as a resource. Otherwise
there will be a shortage of scientific brain power by year year
2025. We need to work to get
especially bright students."
On a broader scale Yardley
said the program has much to
offer the University as a whole.
"It is offering a model on how
to help students be successful in
college. It is increasing cultural
diversity. NSF wants to change
the way we teach students and
wants us to impact curriculum so
that students are actively involved
in the learning press. It could
have far-reaching effects and
make the University a better place
for students," he said.
West said she finds it an enriching opportunity which offers
awareness to the campus.
"I just love this program," she
said. "It has given me an opportunity to work with a number of
students and to see where people
come from. Every student comes
from a different walk of life. They
may look alike, but they are not.
Each person brings to TEAMS a
uniqueness. They bring the diversity that the University needs.
That is what makes the program
shine."
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ties and to provide a place for
them to seek advice, tutoring and
study aids in an environment they
would feel comfortable in. The
program is open to minority students studying in the fields of
Biological Sciences, Chemistry,
Computer Science, Earth Sciences, Mathematical Sciences,
Microbiology and Physics.
"The goals of the program are
to increase the number of Bachelor and Ph.D.'s in science and
math and secondarily to increase
their [minority student's] grades."
said Yardley.
According to Yardley there
has been a marked improvement
in the grades of minority students. "A preliminary analysis of
Freshmen enrolled in the first
semester of last year shows an
eight percent increase of A's and
B's. Right now we are making a
more detailed analysis. We have
impacted enrollment and grades
in just one year of operation," he
said.
Washington said she has benefited from the program a great
deal.
"It has given me a place to
study rather than going back to
my dorm room. I get to use their
study room. I have a place that is
quiet so I can study. It is a great
program forgetting together and
to better ourselves," she said.
Yardley said such programs
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Delta Delta Delta
Welcomes Our New Pledges!
Amanda Ackerman
Elizabeth Allen
Christy Ames
Charlotte Beard
Kathy Berry
Stacy Buchanan
Amy Campbell
Ali Cavalaris
Kimberly Clough
Melisssa Cordero
Jennie Culbertson
Sarah Delaney
Corirme Dreher
Leah Ethridge
Julie Faulkner
Caroline Gravino

Helen Grier
Amy Hazel
Shea Hedinger
Ginny Hegler
Nancy Hood
Mary Kirk Johnston
Kris ten Kennedy
Kim Larsen
Caroline Maner
Melanie Murdock
Sallie McAmish
Anne McCarthy
Natalie McDaniel
Maggie McGee
Lisa McGill
Katherine Nelson

Jessica Newton
Tara Norton
Ashley Prickett
Kristen Purdy
Shannon Slate
Julia Smith
Kathryn Stevenson
Leslie Sturtevant
Robin Tobias
Ryan. Walker
Brucie Weavil
Holly Whelan
Andrea White
Emily Wight
Jennifer Williams
Caroline Wilson
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Month and up
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Have you ever found yourself asking "What is it all for?" This is one
question that constantly plaques my
train of thought. It appears to be a
never dying question with an unfound
answer. It seems as if nothing makes
any sense anymore. I feel that we
have truly gotten away from the basics of an education. We are not being

Adrian Scott
managing
editor
taught the things we need to know
anymore, instead we receive a training. It's as if we've started a new
world all in a few decades.
When my parents were in school,
they received a true education. They
still remember the things they were
taught years ago. They weren't given
multiple choice tests in that time period. Instead, they took tests that measured their true grasp of knowledge.
Memorization was not considered a
course at that time; I don't think the
teachers had even heard of the word
yet.
We have gotten away from the true
principles with on which our forefathers were educated. Names like Plato,
Socrates and Aristotle were once common household words. Now we have
words like Madonna, Roseanne and
Martin (one of my favorites) that are
common household words. The M
word, money has led to the depravity
of our society. Money and how much
you have of it have become the basic
foundation of today's society. I think
we have completely turned away from
all the things that this country was
founded on. We spend more time
memorizing our work than we do
learning it. But I cannot be the one to
point a finger because I have also
gotten caught up in memorizing instead of learning.
There seems to be too much focus
on what we are doing and how well we
do it instead of how we actually know
it. Often times I have wondered about
the importance of a college education.
What does it accomplish? Sure I'll be
able to make a lot of money with it
(hopefully), but will I have truly accomplished anything by having a degree.
The quality of life is not the only
thing that has decreased in this day
and age; the quality of an education
has most certainly depreciated. As
we were sitting in my Political Science
class the other day, my professor proceeded to read the questions from a
1912 college entrance exam. When he
finished, I thought he was speaking a
foreign language. There does not seem
to be a focus on what you have learned
anymore, but rather a focus on how
well you have memorized it. If that
same test were given today, I don't
think anyone in my high school graduating class would have gotten into

see EDUCATION, page 6A

Our Position:

Editorial
University changes too
expensive for students
ered a full time student? A full time
student, now, is considered to be twelve
hours. A student under the proposed
system would have to pay extra for
hours above the twelve hours. How
would it be fair to the majority of the
students who take fifteen to sixteen
hours? Being a full time student is important because of all the privileges full
time students receive such as the Fike
facilities, all sports tickets, living on
campus and Redfern medical services.
Since most colleges encourage students to take fifteen to sixteen hours a
semester to graduate in four years, that
means most of the student population
would have to pay more to graduate on
time.
Having to pay more for credit hours,
exceeding the minimum twelve hours
would discourage students from graduating on time.
Another question that surfaces is
about dropping classes. Would there
be a specific date when a student could
drop a class and be entitled to a refund?

Lately the Clemson University Strategic Planning Task Force has been
debating on ways to consolidate colleges, emphasizing faculty and administrative development and long term
planning in an effort to make the University more economically efficient.
Some of the suggestions have been
incentives for teachers such as promotions and salary increases and contracting private businesses for University
services. Restructuring the colleges is
also being considered very seriously.
One of the most controversial items
is the idea of students paying for classes
per credit hour. This sounds good on
the surface.
Students would only have to pay for
class hours they are actually taking.
This would also encourage students to
not drop a class so quickly if they were
paying for individual classes therefore
increasing the number of students to
graduate on lime.
But, how many credit hours of classes
would need to be taken to be consid-
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This is going to create long lines and
lots of paper work in the bursar's office. Also, not to mention, the unnecessary headaches all this would create in
Sikes.
How much more would out of state
students pay for classes? Right now an
out-of-state student taking summer
school courses pays more than three
times as much as an in-state student
taking the same classes.
So, as this issue is being approached,
the best thing for Clemson is not to try
to fix what really is not broken. If the
University needs more money from enrollment, it might as well raise tuition
once again.
This is better than restructuring the
whole method of paying for classes.
The long lines, once again, would be
held traditionally for registration and
for basketball tickets for games against
University of North Carolina and Duke.
And all that extra money students
save, they can use for books and chemistry goggles.
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will cost the
student more.
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Letters to the Editor
Anti-discrimination statement demanded
To the editor:
As the Faculty Senate turns toward
its fall duties, I would like to suggest a
piece of business that merits its attention. Specifically, I would like to suggest 'that it incorporate into the Faculty Manual the following statement:
"Clemson University does not guarantee that it regards job discrimination
to be improper.
This includes but is not limited to
discrimination on the basis of age, sex,
physical handicap, race, religion, national origin, marital status, or sexual
or affectional preference."
Such an addition would seem to be
logically required of the Senate, since
last year it voted down a proposal to
incorporate into the Faculty Manual a
statement that it viewed such discrimination to be improper.
In essence, then, I am asking it to
make public the stand it took last year.
This would be a propitious time to do
so, since one of the most eloquent
spokespeople against the proposal is
now Faculty Senate President. Here is
a real chance to avoid gridlock in our
Faculty Senate.
It may seem objectionable to some

that the representative body of the faculty at a major university would vote
down the incorporation of an anti-discrimination statement into its handbook. This would be myopic, however.
As I read the vote, it was an attempt to
promote multi-culturalism at the national level.
Since universities all over the country regard discrimination objectionable,
why not provide an alternative environment, one in which the faculty does
not take a stand against discrimination? Clemson can provide a different
milieu for those whose cultural tastes
prefer it.
Now some might say that I have gotten matters all wrong here. The purpose of the vote was not to promote
discrimination, but rather to avoid getting frowned upon by more bigoted
state representatives, who after all hold
the purse strings. Therefore, they might
continue, best not to incorporate anything at all regarding discrimination
into the Faculty Manual.
I must admit that I take some offense
at this line of thought. To accuse our
Faculty Senate of such abject cowardice seems to me a bit beyond the pale. I
say, let's trust in the instincts of our

Speaking Out
\^UCStlOIl* How much do you think
your classes are worth per credit hour?

Alan Edney
PRTM

Chemdream Kotturi
Electrical Engineering
graduate student
I think they are worth
the full amount.

senior
They are not worth
$163 per hour.

faculty representatives and move forward to codify the position that was
taken last year.
Sincerely,
Todd May,
Philosophy and Religion

Campus alcohol
policy obscure
To the editor:

Ben Cunningham
Financial Mgt.
sophomore
They are worth way less than
we are paying for them.
CMs ShockJey Si Sarah Slcherman/staff photographers

Bryan Thomas
Marketing
junior
$85 because you have
teacher salaries to pay
& classrooms to keep up.

"Oh I wish I were in the land of
cotton..." is a tune that most
southerners can sing on cue. That
may be changing. It seems that recently certain areas have found that
this song, like the Confederate flag,
reminds people too much of the racism and segregation of the old south.

Linsey
Wisdom
news editor

Recently, I discovered a part of
Clemson University that I was previously unaware of. No, I didn't
finally walk out to the P&A building or visit the new Brooks Center.
I discovered the University's alcohol policy when I was notified that,
I was in violation of it.
When I was first informed that
my citation for underage possession of beer was a violation of the
school's policy, my first thought
was, "What policy?" when I asked
my fellow students about it, they
knew as little as I did. What does
the University hope to accomplish
by having a policy that the students
know vaguely, if at all?
If the purpose of a university Is
to further educate those that attend, then why doesn't Clemson
educate its students on the policies
that they are supposed to live by?
The reply of the University would
almost definitely include- that
all.policies are printed In the. Student Handbook.
Have you picked up your official
copy of the Student Handbook lately
and tried to read it? If you think
your engineering or biology books
are confusing, try deciphering the
policies here at ClemsonThis unknown policy intrigued
me so much. I decided to evaluate it
in my English research paper. In a
survey I conducted for the research
paper with students who were completing the process Involved with
an alcohol violation, sixty two percent did not know about the policy
before their offense, and forty-four
percent felt as though they still,did
not
fully
understand
the
university's alcohol policy after
having gone, through the ordeal.
Fifty-seven percent of the students who attended student court,
the first part of the disciplinary
process, thought it was unfair to
the students. From these numbers

Bands can no longer play this tune
during football games and at Stone
Mountain (a Civil War memorial in
Georgia.) they are no longer allowed
to play the song during their laser
light show.
Now, I can understand wanting to
remove the flag from flying above the
South Carolina state capital. The flying of that flag during the 60s was a
strong statement of the dissatisfaction with desegregation. I may even
be able to stretch it and say that the
Ga. state flag could be changed, even
though the addition of the confederate flag was a reinstatement of an
earlier flag.
But, if you are going to ask me to
understand the banishment of any
remembrance of the civil war, for
instance, the song "Dixie," I have to
disagree. Maybe next we should do
away with Margaret Mitchell's Gone
With the Wind.
Where do you draw the line between past and present? How can
individuals determine what parts of
history to erase and what parts we are
allowed to remember?
I have always been proud to be a
southerner. I may not be proud of
slavery, but I can respect the fact that
the south was willing to stand up for
what they believed in.
To do away with one's past is to do
away with their present. Taking away
these symbols of the past would be the
same thing as taking away the American flag after all, what does it represent? It represents the first colonists
that came in and kicked the Indians
off of the land. It represents the fifty
states expanding those colonies and
almost wiping out an entire culture of
people. But who will argue over the
American flag?
While we are looking at rectifying
our past, maybe we need to reexamine our national anthem. That song
commemorated how America stood
up for what they believed in and fought

see ALCOHOL, page 8A

see FLAG, page 6A

fOoo/os, ~rtiis /way
Mary Atmar Owings
Psychology
sophomore
I am getting my
money's worth...,
but the money isn't
going to where it is
supposed to.

Dismissing
history
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United States wild and crazy
special commentary by
Lou Potenza
associate editor
We sure do live in a strange
country.
In a short time span, Brian
"Kato" Kaelin, from the OJ.
Simpson trial, is now the guest
host of a talk show on the E!
network, entitled "Talk Soup."
The Navy has" been told that it
cannot discharge an officer just
for revealing the fact that he's
gay and a secretary is awarded
$6.9 million in punitive damages in a sexual harassment
suit.
Do any of these have anything in common? No, not really. I just found myself not
wanting to write on the Cuban
refugees or the cease-fire that
the I.R.A. called for in Northern Ireland.
I don't mean to say that
those topics are not important,
because they are. It was just

that the three aforementioned
events each brought out a different feeling in me.
To me, Kato is an idiot. All
he seems to be is a mooch who
got caught in the right (or
wrong, depending on how you
look at it) place at the right
time. His life hasn't turned out
to be too bad for a guy who's
claim to fame is driving O.J. to
McDonald's hours before
Nicole Simpson and Ronald
Goldman were murdered.
Now he's hosting a television show. I must admit, I
haven' t seen it because we don' t
get the E! channel here in
Clemson. If his performance
on the witness stand is any indication though, I am not missing much.
Now to the discharging of a
gay Naval officer. I applaud
the decision to allow Keith
Meinhold the right to remain
in the Navy. I don't even look
at it as a victory for gay rights
(which it is) but for civil rights.

The officer in question was
highly decorated and proved
himself as ,a valuable asset to
the armed forces.
His sexual preference did not
effect his performance and
when it comes down to it, that is
all that should matter Meinhold
was punished for publicly announcing that He was gay. Big
deal. Is that the worse thing
anyone involved with the armed
forces has done? Does anyone
remember the Tailhook scandal?
Finally, the price of sexual
harassment reached new
heights with the developments
in the case involving Rena
Weeks. (Weeks was employed
at Baker & McKenzie, the
world's largest law firm and
she accused Martin Greenstein,
a former Baker & McKenzie
partner, of dropping candies
in a pocket of her blouse, groping her breasts and making
lewd remarks.
A San Francisco jury or-

dered the law firm to pay $6.9
million in punitive damages
because the firm had failed to
take action to stop his
(Greenstein) behavior. Baker
& McKenzie denounced the
award as "grossly disproportionate to the compensatory
damages awarded to the plaintiff," which amounted to a mere
$50,000.
All right. $6.9 million is a lot
of money for anyone to be
awarded but it sure as hell sends
a message.
Hopefully, companies will
take sexual harassment a bit
more seriously and take action
more quicker. No one should
have to work in that kind of
environment.
Whether or not her damages are worth $6.9 million is
not for me to say. ft could be the
beginning of a new precedent
however.
It is a strangt country and
these events have done nothing to disprove that.

Education
continued from 4A
college.
The key focus just does not
seem to be on learning anymore, but on memorizing so
that you can make a lot of
money and attain the "American Dream."
But even now, the vision of
ever possibly attaining the socalled American Dream has
deteriorated. That dream is
being clouded by all the corruption of our society. Most
college graduates aren't even
guaranteed a job anymore be- cause it seems as if any moron
who can write his name is allowed into college (Clemson
being the exception of course).
I guess you are still wondering what it's it all for. The only
thing I can tell you is to throw
your hat into the ring and play
by the new rules of our materialistic society.

WE BASED THE MHOm COLLEGE
E COMPLICATED 1

FLAG
continued from 5A
against the British. Well, these
days Britain and America seem
to be on pretty good terms.
Aren't we insulting them every
time the music starts up? I
guess we would have to do away
with Independence Day too,
right?
The point I am trying to
make is that while we may have
made mistakes in our past, we
can't ignore the past. We cannot pretend that it never happened. We can only learn from
our mistakes and go on.
Personally, when I see a confederate flag, I don't think segregation, I think of the south. I
think of dogwood trees, and
countrysides and southern
mannerisms.
When I here the song "Dixie"
I don't think of slavery, I think
of how much I enjoy being a
southerner and how I take pride
in who I am.
Our past is our present and
our present is our future. We
need to stop concentrating on
what once separated us and
realize that the Civil War is
what ultimately brought us
back together.

Marking
HO HASSLES. NO KIDDING. OH YEAH. FREE CHECKING.
We created the Wachovia College Account specifically for the student who has better things to
do than worry about banking. Our College Account includes use of Wachovia ATMs at no charge
and the Wachovia Banking Card with Visa Check (it looks like a credit card but works like a check).
Other features include your own credit card, a savings account, overdraft protection, and get this,
free checking. Stop by your local Wachovia branch to set up a hassle-free College Account. After all,
there's more to life than banking.

WACHOVIA
Member FDIC
Subject To Approval
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Agriculture
important
To the editor:
Clemson University is the
result of Thomas Green
Clemson's dream to provide
scientific education in agriculture for farmers and mechanics.
After reading an article in
The-News last February
aboutthe possible elimination
of the plant pathology degree
due to low enrollment, I became concerned about the
future of agricultural education as a whole. I questioned
whether the College of Agricultural Sciences was falling
apart or if the interest in agriculture had become insignificant in the world over the
years.
I knew that agricultural
education was needed when
Clemson College was established, but I did not know
how aware the people of today were on the need for agricultural education.
I talked with Dr. Elaine
Richardson, assistant professor of Animal, Dairy, and Veterinary Sciences and former
recruiting coordinator for the
College of Agricultural Sciences at Clemson University,
about the public's awareness
in the need for agricultural
education. She believes that
people from small agricultural towns and communities
around agricultural colleges
such as Clemson are aware of
the need for agricultural education.
The people in these areas
see first hand how the agricultural industry affects the
world. Without agriculture
there would be no food, meat,
bread, dairy products, etc.,
and without agricultural education there would be no way
to develop these products or
distribute them efficiently to
people around the world. The
people in large urban areas
do not see the work and education needed to provide such
services that are essential in
the world today. They take
these services for granted.
These people need to be
aware of what agricultural
education means to the people
of this country.
The best way to achieve this
goal is to educate students in
agriculture. "Ag in the classroom" is a program that Dr.
Richardson told me about
which gives students the opportunity to discover what
fields of study are offered in
agriculture.
The problem is that this
course is only taught in the
small agricultural towns and
communities, not large urban
areas. This or a similar course
should be taught in every high
school nationwide.
Students should be educated in the history of agriculture in the United States,
where it is today, and how
they could take part in shaping agricultural progress in
the future.
The effects of this type of
education could promote interest that would lead to new
ideas and developments, such
as crop growing methods,
food packaging, and plant
growth.

It could also encourage students that are unsure about
attending college or selecting
a major in college.
Support is needed to start
the organization for this program. Support for agricultural education should come
from college students majoring in not only agriculture,
but in ail fields of study; old
and new teachers of high
schools nationwide: landgrant colleges, such as
ClemsonUniversity:
agricultural!L businesses;
and most of all government
representatives and official.
The funding for a program
could come from the government and agriculture related
businesses. Classes would be
taught at the high school level
and serve as an elective for
credit.
The need for agricultural

education could meet the agricultural demands of this nation and support this growing industry. This education
should begin with the individuals that will shape tomorrow, the high school students
of America.
Frank Adams

Alcohol
continued from 5A
alone, it is clear that changes
must be made.
Communication is the
first step in making changes
in the policy. The students
must better Inform themselves of the policy and express their concerns to the
University. The Tiger could
contribute a great deal if an

Congrats!
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to rOB's new
pledges
Gretchen Barry
Susan Bostie
Alissa Bowman
Kimberley Bryson
Kristen Bycroft
Kelly Carden
Kristen Carver „.
Lauren Cosby *,•• ; ■■';
Helen Darby
Jenni Dobbins
Emily Di Hard
Kerri Donahue
Toney Fallow
Candi Godfrey
Clancy Godwin
Leslie Gray
Jen Hammond
Ellen Holbrook
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Many students who read
this may not see the importance of changing the alcohol policy. They may think
that they will never have to
deal with it. I know that is
what I thought.
If I were them, I would
educate myself on the alcohol policy and then push for
changes. If the students do
not do this, then they too
may find themselves standing in front of a student
court in the near future.
Sincerely,
Brian K. Pietras
If you have any comments,
write to The Tiger. The letter
must be typed. Include your
name and phone number and
drop it by 906 Union or send it
by Inter-campus Mail:
To the editor
c/o The Tiger
P.O. Box 2337

PROUDLYANNOUNCES THE OPENING
OF THEIR SENECA LOCATION!

Amy Hoye
Jen Hatch
Allison Kaykr
Jessica Keeley
Kim Keller
Erin Manahan
ErinMcCall
Andi McGrady
Deanna Norris
Angela Rock
Amy Schrimpf
Stacy Smoyer
KimTaulbee
Jennifer Thomas
Nicole Turner
Kari Vance
Meredith Warren
Maureen Wingfield

f n V in nKE, the sisters of TOB

article was written about
what happens to students
who violate the alcohol
policy.
This article may make the
students realize the magnitude of the negative effects
the policy could have on
their lives. The University
must not only give the students a chance to voice their
opinions, but actually listen
to the them also. From this
communication'between the
two parties, the next steps
needed to improve the policy
would develop.
If the administration and
the students work together,
a reformed policy would be
the outcome. This would be
beneficial to both sides; the
University would be treating, its students fairly and
the students would know
whqt is expected of them.

SPECIALIZING IMAGED WESTERN BEEF
* STEAKS, RIBS, CHICKEN, AND SEAFOOD
* SANDWICHES, GRILLED SALADS, ANDSTIRFRYS
(TRY OUR CHICKEN PHIUY OR "WORLD FAMOUS"GRILLED CHICKEN SALAD)

*WINGS ,NACH0S, AND OTHER APPETIZERS

MONDAY -2FOR1 WING NIGHT/
[5-10 INHOUSEONLY)

FULL SERVICE BAR FEATURING A LARGE SELECTION OF
IMPORTS AND DOMESTICS (HAPPYHOUR 4-7!)
OPEN DAILY- M0N.-THURS....11-10
FRI.-SAT.
//-//
SUN.
12-9
CALL US ABOUT TAILGATE SPECIALS
SENECA.
882-1017
ANDERSON.
231-0041

*j

GO TIGERS II!
CjoUen ZKey

DEADLINE TO APPLY FOR
DECEMBER 1994 GRADUATION
IS SEPTEMBER 14, 1994

National Uionor Society

Undergraduates who plan to graduate on
December 22, 1994, should:
1) Obtain a diploma application from the
Student Records Office, 104 Sikes Hall.
2)

Make payment for any fees in Bursar's
Office. (There is no charge for the
diploma itself.)

3)

Return completed application to the
Student Records Office, 104 Sikes.

Note: Providing the information requested on
the application, paying any fees, and
returning the completed application to
the Office of Student Records properly
notifies the University that you desire to
be a candidate for graduation.

Campus iS^-voareness
Come by and find out more about golden U(ey in
me Juoacpa U\\,onday, Tuesday, and ^^Jednesday

from 9:00-2:00.
^Daies: September 12,1^, 14
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SUB MEAL DEAL
ANY 12" SUB, TWO
CANS OF COCA-COLA
CLASSIC OR DIET COKE
AND A BAG OF CHIPS

-CARRY-OUT ONLY

DEEP DISH
SPECIAL

SO"

^+TAX
ONE MEDIUM
UNLIMITED
TOPPING PIZZA.

$E99

5

-ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS $2.00
■ Coupon not valid with any other offer.
Offer vahd with coupon only. Valid at
I participating stores only. Prices may vary
Customer pays sales tax where applicable.
Our drivers carry less than $20.00 Cash
value 1/20C.O1994 Domino's Piz.
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+ TAX

Coupon not valid with any other offer
Offer valid with coupon only. Valid at
participating stores only. Pnces may van/.
Customer pays sales tax where applicable.
Our dnvers carry less than $20.00. Cash
^ value 1/20C
©1994 Domino's Pizza.
IL-Sim®^
1/20c.©1994
Pizza, Inc

(GET A 2ND PIZZA FOR $4.00)
Coupon not valid with any other offer.
Offer valid with coupon only. Valid at
participating stores only. Prices may van/.
Customer pays sales tax where applicable.
Our drivers cany less than $20.00. Cash
value 11/20e.©1994
[L
/20«. ©1994 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

LATE NIGHT
SPECIAL
MEDIUM 1 TOPPING

99

$4'

LARGE 1 TOPPING

$6"
Coupon not valid with any other offer.
Offer valid with coupon only. Valid at
participating stores only. Prices may vary.
Customer pays sales tax where applicable.
Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Cash
value 1/20«. ©1994 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

COUPON CRUSHER,

1

WE ACCEPT ALL
LOCAL PIZZA
COMETITOR'S
COUPONS ON SAME
SIZE PIZZAS

(■HI'S

jiplli

it± H:E

D:.fc:
Coupon not valid with any othef offer.
Offer valid with coupon only. Valid at participating stores only. Prices may vary. Customer pays sales tax where applicable. Our
drivers carry less than $20.00. Cash value
1/20*. ©1994 Domino's Pizza. Inc.
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We have the clothes you are looking for at prices you can afford.
OP NAME BRANDS from famous mall department stores, and catalog
companies such as

n

-

, becau=p of our low prices we can not mention anv names in our advertising, but we guarantee
.... if you rake the time to scop by & visit either downtown Ciemson or our plus size store in WinnDixie Plaza you won't be disappointed.)

This Weeks Special:

Silk Tops $6.99
All shirts marked 40%

SHACK
1019 Tiger Blvd.
Winn-Dixie Plaza
Ciemson, 654-0016
Women's Plus Size

366 College Ave.
(Downtown Ciemson)
654-6752
mm*

523 N. Main St.
1 Block Fast Osteen Theatre
Corner of Calhoun & Main
Anderson, 231-0074
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New department heads named
by Julie M. Gray
staff writer
Glen T. Daigger has been
named head of the department of
environmental engineering at
CU. He will succeed C.P. Leslie
Grady, who has been acting department head.
Daigger graduated from
Purdue University in West
Lafayette, Indiana, with a bachelors degree in civil engineering,
and master's and doctoral degrees in environmental engineering.
The new department head was
a practicing environmental engineer at CH2M HILL, an international engineering consulting
firm based in Denver, Colorado,
for 15 years. He served as director of the Wastewater Reclamation Discipline Group, director
of the Office of Innovation and
became the senior vice president.
He was also involved in the planning, design, construction and
start-up of wastewater treatment
facilities for municipalities and
industries.
Daigger is a member of seven
professional societies, author of
46 publications and co-holder of
a patent for a wastewater treatment process.
"Dr. Daigger brings to Clemson a blend of practice and research that will be a tremendous
benefit to our environmental systems engineering program. We
eagerly look forward to welcoming him on board," states Thomas M. Keinath, dean of the College of Engineering.

courtesy news services

New department head
for environmental engineering named.

by Jodi Fogle
staff writer

in applied mathematics from
the University of Toledo and
his doctoral degree in chemical
engineering frpm the Univer-

Dan D. Edie, the Dow
Chemical Professor of Engineering, was recently named
head of the department of
chemical engineering.
Edie has been a part of the
faculty since 1975, and since
1986 has served as co-director of the Advanced Engineering Laboratory.
Edic's background in
chemical engineering is extensive. He received his
bachelor's degree in chemical engineering from Ohio
University, his masters degree

Chemical engineering
receives new head.

courtesy news services

Task
force

CILIMSOI
IPIMSSir IP IE IT
CIIOTIE

continued from 1
ulty members' unique contributions to the unit and the University.
Models have also been made
for the administrative/ support
organization. Under the task
force, specific administrators
would report findings to the President. Also being debated is the
eliminations of "shadow" structures in the administrations which
may be fragmented in the areas
of planning, governmentrelations
and minority services.
All issues concerning the six
task forces are preliminary and
opened for debate.

sity of Virginia.
Thomas M. Keinath, dean
of the College of Engineering said, "This appointment
recognizes Dr. Edie's many
accomplishments and his status as one of the top researches in the nation."
Some of these accomplishments include being senior
research engineer at the
Celanese Corporation in
Charlotte, NC and operations
engineer for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration. He also received the George Graffin
Lectureship Award from the
American Carbon Society
and is the holder of five patents.

Lakeview Plaza Mall
Winn Dixie Shopping Center
Highway 123 - Clem son

MAPf¥ eOUJE
4 pm - 5 pm
Monday - Saturday
Buy Two Fish,
Get a Third
Fish of the same kind FREE!!

Tropical Fish • Aquariums &
Supplies • Reptiles • All Pet
Supplies • Feeder Comets &
Guppies • Bil-Jac & Hill's
Science Diet Products for Your Pets
Grooming & More...!!

654-2520

Don't blame us; it's your opportunity to...

EXP06E.
Y0UR6E
Yearbook Portraits will be taken:
Monday - Wednesday (September 12-14, 19-21 & 26-28): 10am - 8pm
Thursday (September 15, 22 & 29): 9am - 7pm
Friday (September 16, 23 & 30): 8am - 5pm
Saturday (September 17 & 24): 10am - 4pm

7- Floor Television Lounge - Student Union
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Parking permits too numerous
continued from 1
time so the office can safely sell
slightly more permits than spaces. In
order to determine exactly how many
permits are acceptable, Parking and
Traffic Control relies on a formula
derived from an independent engineering study conducted in 1.982, 12
years ago.
"They actually determined the formulas that were in use at that time,"
states Granger.
"We've extended them and looked
at them, and they still seem to be

Grooviri

valid today."
For commuting students, class
schedules were accounted for by this
1982 study. It concluded that more
students take 10:00 and 11:00 classes
than any others.
"Nobody likes 8:00 classes," says
Granger.
He does believe that this survey is
still valid 12 years later because "then
as now we had the same type of schedule where we have Monday, Wednesday, Friday classes and Tuesday,
Thursday classes."
In order to justify selling around
1,000 more
parking permits to students than
there
are
parking
spaces available,
the
parking office cites the
engineering
study which
found that for
every employee space,
1.4 - 1.5 permits can be
sold; forresi-

Lariy Barthelemy IV/senlor staff photographer

More parking permits than spaces were sold this year. The
director of parking justifies this action by explaining that
not all cars with permits are on campus at the same time.
dents, 1.10 - 1.50; for .commuters,
1.80 - 2.00. Granger 'says that the
extra 1,000 permits are well within
the ratios.
"Not all commuter students are here
at the same time, and not all employees are here at the same time."
With slightly less than half of the
budget coming from permit sales,
Granger denies that the Parking and

Traffic Control office has been overselling parking permits in order to
raise more revenue for the department, despite the recent increase in
parking fees.
Granger stated that he does not
know whether the University is
headed toward the construction of a
parking garage, saying that he can see
both the pros and the cons.

IT PAYS TO PLAY!
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Larry Barthelemy FV/senlor staff photographer
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GRAND PRIZE

The Tiger jams during First Friday festivities. The pep rally proved to be a great
spirit booster for Tiger fans.

SHOOTOUT II EVERY WED.
BEGINING SEP. 14

AT

LOS
HERMANOS
MEXICAN CANTINA

WEEKLY WINKERS
SO COME IN AND
UNPLUG YOURSELF

Clemson's Guide to
Entertainment 8c tne Arts

READ TIME-OUT

123

LOS HERMANOS
T.N.T.

WHEN YOU RIDE
DRUNK,
ONE MORE FOR
THE ROAD
CAN HAVE AN
ENTIRELY
DIFFERENT
MEANING.

OVATION
CLEMSON UNIV.

$750.00 VALUE

REGISTER FOR SHOOTOUT AT T.N.T. MUSIC,
VICTORIA SQ. CLEMSON, SC 654-3697

Bacardi Rum & Coke Promotion every Home Game Saturdays
Ask Bartender for Details
Alcohol quickly affects your judgment,
balance, and coordination. Don't
drink and ride. Or your last
drink might be your last drink.'
MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION

Wednesday Sept.7

Beefeaters Red Coat Promotion w/ prizes and giveaways
Wednesday Sept. 14
Goldschlager Promotion w/ prices and giveaways

Do You Want Credit Cards?
Now you can have the most recognized
credit card In the world EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
MasterCard® the credit card you
deserve and need for— ID—BOOKS—DEPARTMENT
STORES—TUITION—ENTERTAINM ENT—
EMERGENCY CASH—TICKETS—RESTAURANTSHOTELS—MOTELS—GAS—CAR RENTALSREPAIRS—AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATINGI

M-

*

No turn downs!
No credit checks!
No security deposit!

sERV\CES.
<*&«*>

SEND THE COUPON TODAY
YOUR CREDIT CARDS ARE WAITING I

UNI-CARD,BOX 220645,HOLLYWOOD,FL 33022 l

YES!

i
I want MASTERCARD* Immediately. ||
100% QUARANTEEDI

NAME
ADDRESS

cny
STUDENT?

Yes

SIGNATURE

No

STATE
. S.S.* _

ZIP

—

NOTE: MasterCaid Is a leglslercd trademark of MasterCard International Inc.

MAIL THIS NO RISK COUPON TODAY

HHB

m

m
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Shakin the Southland
...that the tiger's roar may echo over the mountain's height

Adrian Scott
managing editor

i

Hey tiger fans, Elvis is expected to appear in Death Valley on September 10,1994 during the tiger band halftime
show. Actually, they plan to
prove to all the tiger fans that
Elvis is not dead, with their
musical tribute to the king. The
band will open with "Heartbreak Hotel," followed by
"C.C. Rider," "Elvis Medley"
and will close with "I Can't
Help Falling In Love." The
Tiger Band will give you no
choice but to help falling in
love with them.
If you missed the tiger
band's first performance, you
Llese Snode/Head Photographer
really missed your chance to
Tiger
band
spends
twelve
hours
a
week
in
practice
and
performance
get "Hookedon Classics." The
TigerBandtooktheirfansback
time to bring a new show to every home game. Shows are designed by
to the classics and reeled them
the marching band director and are learned from scratch every week.
in with their first halftime performance featuring selections entitled
"Beethovan's Symphony No. 9."
new faces. Over 90 new members signed
Along with new music came a lot of
"Firebird," "William Tell Overture" and
up to join the Tiger Band this year. Ac-

Groove
with a twist
by L. Clator Butler, Jr.
interim Time-Out editor
What happens when you fuse funk with progressive? Minor Earth is the only way to answer
the question. The local band has its own distinct
sound that stems from a variety of influences and
creativejuicesthatjustdon'tstop.
The band, comprised of Edan Ballentine, Kevin
(Chung Thing) Anderson, Brian Richardson, Paul
Johnson, and newcomer Brandon Still, has been
together for three years, entertaining audiences in
places as local as Clemson frat parties and as far
away as clubs in Washington, D.C.
They attribute their growing success to their
spontaneity on stage. According to Richardson,
"We don't do the same songs night after night."
Anderson adds, "We feel out the audience and
tailor the set list as we go." Perhaps their versatility is responsible for this as well. Ballentine, in
addition to being the lead singer, plays guitar and
harmonica. Guitarist Anderson is known to hop
on thedrumkitquite frequently. Johnson isstrictly
abass player, with his versatility being in style.
Sound is what sets Minor Earth apart. Their
music, with some thirty standard originals in their
set, comes not from synthesizing influences into

see MINOR, page 2B

Survivors of
Holocaust
by L. Clator Butler, Jr.
interim Time-Out editor
The Clemson Wesley Foundation, Hillel, and the
Strom Thurmond Institute are working together to make
September Holocaust Awareness Month forthe community. In addition to last week's showing of Schindler's List
in the Thurmond building and next week's trip to the
Holocaust Museum in Washington, D.C, they have
made arrangements to have Max and Trade Heller speak
in the Thurmond building about the Holocaust from a
first-person perspective. Both are holocaust survivors
and are relatives of Schindler Jews.
Max M.Hellerwas born In Austria In 1919. In 1938,
he left Nazi occupied Austria and came to Green vil le, SC
to work as a stock boy at Piedmont Shirt Company. In
1948, he founded Maxon Shirt Company and retired
from there in 1969 to devote his time to public affairs. In
1969, he was elected to the Greenville City Council. In
1971, he was elected Mayor of Greenville and then reelected in 1975. In January 1979, he was appointed by
Governor Richard W. Riley to serve as Chairman of the
State Development Board, a position which he held
through July, 1983. He has also served on the National
Con ference of Christians and Jews and was President of
Beth Israel Synagogue and President of B'nai B'rith.
In 1970, Mr. Heller received the Man of the Year

see HOLOCAUST, page 3B

cording to Dr. Hosier, Marching
Band Director, "this is probably
the biggest group of new members
we have ever had." Tiger Band
now stands strong with 215 members.
The band went through a long
week of pre-season camp beginning on August 21. Then came the
afternoon practices on the new
marching field to learn the pregame and halftime show for the
first football game. Dr. Hosier
stated, "the band is working real
hard this year," and that, "this has
been one of the most successful
preseason camps as far as progress
is concerned."
The band is looking to continue theirtradition of Shaking the
Southland with familiar tunes like
"TigerRag"and"SockItTo 'Em."
However, if you are looking fora
littlebit of variety during halftime
this football season, hang on to
your seats, because the band is
going to sock it to you from all
directions. If you thought Elvis

see BAND, page 3
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Minor
Earth
continued from IB

as well. 1 read The Client at the
beginning of the summer and was
psyched up for months about the
movie. The book was powerful
and gripping. I made apromise to
myself that if I saw one movie on
opening night, it was going to be
The Client. Well, I should have
waited for the dollar theater, because as good as the movie was,
it just did not measure up to the
book. Indeed, I was psyched—
by Hollywood.
Hollywood must like insulting those of us who can read. The
only reason Hollywood notices
these great stories are when we
literate folk put them onto the
best seller list, and while we may
not be the only ones who go to
see the movies, we know more
about the plot of the story and the
minds of the characters than the
producers do. I wonder if they
read the original work at all?
While you only invest about
two hours in a movie, you can
spend a week or more working
through a novel. A novel comes
straight out of one person' s creative genius and goes straight to
the creative imagination of the
audience. There is so much plot
and character development in a
novel (well, at least in the ones
you don'tby at the grocery store).
Your imagination can run away

^ JSKE$

their own style but by playing
di fferent styles in different songs.
This band does not borrow from
other people's material. What
Minor Earth does is quite unique,
much in the way bands like Blues
Traveler and Primus are the sole
icon of their respective sounds.
Still, the keyboardist, just
signed on this summer. Versed
mainly in piano styles attributed
to The Allman Brothers' Band,
Still is bringing a redefinition to
the band. Richardson is also the
executive producer of Damn
That's Cheap recording, a company he runs to help finance and
record the band's material. You
can hear a sample of what he has
done on a local compilation CD
The Full Measure of Devotion
comprised of up-and-coming alternative acts in the Upstate.
Althoughmost of Minor Earth
is approaching graduation soon,
theyplantosticktogether. Anderson says it best: "You get one
chance to do this sort of thing.
We have something going, so we
might as well do it now."

by L. Clator Butler, Jr.

interim Time-Out editor

This summerl read a lot of
books and saw a lot of movies based on them. Both were
a way to pass the time in
summer school when I was
not studying or working at
the paper. Mostly, I read John
Grisham and Tom Clancy's
works, as they have been best
sellers, and they have been
brought to the silver screen.
These adaptations of otherwise great stories are lame
at best. There seems to be thi s
fad of paying big bucks for
big names. Only it is no fad.
As I was watching The Wizard ofOz with the Tiger Staff
the other week, I realized this
practice has been going on
for over sixty years. I remem-

berreading the book The Wizard
ofOz long, long ago and noticed
there was a striking difference.
As a kid, my favorite movies
were those classic horror stories
like Dracula and Frankenstein.
After seeing them, I attempted to
read the books. My third-grade
mind was not quite able to understand Stoker and Shelley, so they
sat on my bookshelf for a decade
before I picked them back up.
When Bram Stoker's Dracula
was released, I finally committed
myself to reading the book. It
was irritating enough to see
Francis Ford Coppola's Dracula
without the insult to Stoker's
name in the title. Folks, if you
haven't read it, trust me, it was
not the same story. I can wait for
his adaptation of Frankenstein.
Hollywood is doing a good
job of screwing the new books up

with the whole story. Why,
with such brilliance and work
already done, does Hollywood consi stently change the
story to something unrecognizable?
Unrecognizable is exactly
what Hollywood's latest and
biggest foul-up is. Tom
Clancy's Clear and Present
Danger is enough to make
any 1 iterate person quit going
to the movies altogether. If
you didn' t read the book, you
are okay. The movie is like
some great whoop-ass,
" A h n o 1 d
Schwartzenhoweveryouspellit
thriller featuring characters
from Clancy's book Clear
and Present Danger. It is
NOT, however, that book at
all. The characters have different personalities, the wrong
characters are killed off, and
most importantly, the entire
means of plot resolution differ entirely. I would applaud
Tom Clancy if he never again
sells a book for moVie rights.
In Tinsel Town, where
money rules all, you cannot
expect to find integrity.
Maybe the Academy will
come up with a new Oscar:
"Most romanticized plot of
an otherwise worthy novel."
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THIS IS THE TIME TO SHOP, $15 WILL DO WONDERS!!!!
u A $200 PURCHASE WILL GIVE YOU A FREE GIFT!!!!!

5L L.

400-3 College Ave.
Across from the Astro Theatre
Next
to Allen's Creations
u

o

653-3880

SALE ENDS 10/10/94
NEW LOCATION OPENS 10/28/94
NEXT TO THE NEW WINN-DIXIE

6^6-92.38

yy /COUPON
!
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.Galleria...Galleria...Galleria...Galleria...Galleria...Galleria...Galleria...Galleria...Galleria...Galleria...Galleria...Galleria.

Please tell order person which coupon you
are using. Deep Dish counts as a topping.

654-NAIL

NOW OPEN
■^
■^
■^
*&
"3s

manicures
pedicures
acrylics
silk wrap
gel nails

2-+-2 Pepsi Deal
Large two-topping Pizza
Plus 2 Liter Pepsi, 7-Up or Diet Pepsi

ONLY $10.50
Plus Tax

Not valid with other specials

,,
|

EXPIRES 12/31/94 |

Two IMediwnn Pizzas
With Two Toppings
ONLY JJJXO.95 Plus tax
Not valid with other specials

EXPIRES 12/31/94

CALZONE MEAL~DEAL
Calzone ■+■ Small Garden Salad -+
12 oz. Soft Drink or 16 Oz. Tea
ONLY $5» / 5 Plus tax
Not valid 'with other specials

I—

EXPIRES 12/31/94 |

PARTY PIZZA
SPECIAL

20" Party Pizza ■with one topping
PLUS a 2 Liter Drink for only

OPEN Mon-Sat
10 am- 9 pm
654-6245

# FREE &
airbrushed Tiger Paw
with Purchase
1393 Tiger Blvd., Clemson (next to McP's)

mm

$1X.95 Plus tax
Not valid with other specials

EXPIRES 12/31/94

Located next to BI-LO on Hwy 93

654-1103
m

I
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Al-Anon on
•WSBF
•special to The Tiger
name withheld
I first began to realize that I
had a problem dealing with alcohol last year, when I discovered
that my social life was fairly limited. I had friends, but I had
avoided all their parties for as
long as I could remember. I
jnistakenly believed that by
avoiding alcohol, I could avoid
dealing with the fact that I grew
up with an alcoholic in my family. I was depressed, and I felt
alone and isolated. I had always
known that my grandfather had
j?een an alcoholic (he's dead
now), but I believed everyone
else had a problem, not me. Then
Al-Anon was recommended to
the, and I cautiously began to
attend local meetings.
Al-Anon is a fellowship of the
friends and relatives of alcoholics that follows a 12 step program. There are no dues for
membership, for Al-Anon is selfsupporting through voluntary
contributions. There are AlAnon groups in over 112 counties, and there are 32,000 AlAnon groups worldwide. The
United States alone has 17,000
Al-Anon groups.
#

Al-Anon was formed as a place
for the relatives and friends of
alcoholics to share their experiences, gain strength, and give
support to other friends and relatives of alcoholics, whether the
alcoholic is drinking ornot. One
ten year member said that in AlAnon she was "accepted for what
she was" and she has gained selfconfidence and self-esteem
through the program. Al-Anon
stresses anonymity in order to
secure the privacy of its members, so one need not fear attending a meeting. Anonymity also
ensures equality among members, who may come from all
walksoflife. Al-Anon is a spiritual program, but it is not a religious one. Al-Anon will not affect your religion or lack of religion. One Al-Anon statement
says, "Take what you like and
leave the rest."
Almost 43 % of the U.S. adult
population has been exposed to
alcoholism in the family. One in
five Americans lived with an alcoholic growing up. Asonecan
see, alcoholism is a widespread
problem. A Gallup poll reported
that 72% of Americans had a
friend, relative, or co-worker with
a drinking or drug problem. In
ordertodecide whether Al-Anon
is for you, consider some of the
following questions: Do you
worry about how much someone
else drinks? Have you been hurt
or embarrassed by a drinker's

behavior? Do you stay out of the
house as much as possible because you hate it there? Do you
have a parent, close friend, or
relative whose drinking upsets
you?
WSBF-FM 88.1 will be airing
two issues programs on Al-Anon
on September 13 and 14at5pm.Local meetings are held in Clemson and Greenville. The Clemson meetings are held at Holy
Trinity Episcopal Church on
Tuesdays from 7 to 8pm. Although these are technically Adult
Childrenof Alcoholics meetings,
anyone can attend, for I attend
and my relative was a grandparent. You may also call Sara at
654-7003. The phone number
for the Greenville area is (803)
235-4638. A national 1-800-3442666 number can also help you
find local meetings.
Al-Anon has helped me begin
to understand the disease of alcoholism, and I am learning that
there are some things in life I
cannot control. Al-Anon is not
about not drinking; rather, it is a
fellowship of the relatives and
friends of alcoholics. One fouryear member states that she feels
Al-Anon has helped her in her
relationships with otherpeople,
and most members cite an increase in self-confidence and selfesteem.
I am learning that I cannot be
judgmental of others and especially others' drinking. The
WSBFprograms concerning AlAnon will be held on September
13 and 14 at 5pm.

Holocaust survivors
speak at Thurmond
continued from IB
award from the National Council
of Jewish Women. In 1975, he
was awarded an Honorary Doctor ofLaws Degree fromFurman
University and Clemson University.
In 1976, he was awarded the
first Distinguished Service
Award of the Greater Greenville
Ministerial Alliance. Also In
1976, the Greenville Human Relations Commission presented
their first Human Relations
Award to Max Heller.
"in 1983, he was named Volunteer of the Year by the South
CarolinaEconomicDevelopment
Association. Currently he serves
on the Board of the Alliance for
Quality Education," the Advisory Council of Furman University, the Advisory Board of the
Greenville Higher Education
Center, "Greenville's Child,"
Tlieatre on the Green, Advisory
Board to S .C. College Presidents,
the Carnegie Foundation Task
Force on Child Care, the Urban
League and is a director of the
Asten Group, Inc.

Trude S. Heller was born in
Vienna and left at the age of
sixteen after escaping from the
Nazi occupation. She arrived in
the United States in 1940, and
she came to Greenville in 1942 to
marry Max, whomshehadknown
as a teenager in Vienna.
Trude has served on numerous boards including the Red
Cross, Council ofJewish Women,
Beth Israel Sisterhood, Greenville Symphony Guild, and Senior Action, Inc. She also served
on the Governor's Commission
on the "Year of the Family."
Trude has been named as "Outstanding Woman of the Year

Tiger Band
continued from IB
was dead, you had better think
Florida State games. A show has
again, because the tiger band
not been decided on yet, so you
plans to have you dancing to the
will have to go and be surprised. "Jailhouse Rock" and a couple of
According to Dr. Hosier, "the
other familiar Elvis tunes.
band continues to maintain the
But the variety will not stop
tradition of excellence and to
there. The
present
band is also
entertainplannningto
ing shows
do a Gospel
like previShow,
a
ous tiger
Sound of
bands."
Music Show
Don't
and is lookmiss the
ing to keep to
entertainthe homement the
coming
tiger band
theme,
is planning
"Through
tapresent
the
Deto you. If
cades." The
you have
homecombeen wanting theme
ing variety
will be difduring
ferent from
halftimeat
the other
a football
theme
game, the
shows, betiger band
cause it will
isplanning
be the bands'
to give it to
patriotic sayou. So
lute to the
come on
men
and
out this
women from
Saturday
Clemson
with you
who have
"Blue
served their
Suede
country.
Shoes."
Do 'not
and give
fret if you
Elvis
a
Lie5e Snode/Head photographer
miss any of
little bit of
the home Musicans are not all that your lovfootball march the drill in Tiger ing. And be
games. The Band.
ready to
band will be
join the
perfonninginfullcapacityatboth
band when they strike up that old
the University of Georgia and
famHiartuneof "TigerRaj:

KXX

Public Affairs" by the Greenville
Junior Woman's Club. She was
named a "Palmetto Lady" by
Governor Riley for service to the
state. She currently serves on the
Board of Cities in School and the
Women'sPavillion.tn 1984, she
received the Mary Mildred
Sullivan award from Furman
University for service to community and humanity.
Max and Trude b oth are professionally retired now and reside together in Greenville where
they are members of Congregation Beth Israel, a Conservative
Jewish temple. They have three
children and ten grandchildren.

hacker's haven

OUR LISTENERS' TOP MUSIC CHOICES
FOR THIS WEEK:
1. NINE INCH NAILS/ DOWNWARD SPIRAL
2. NEIL YOUNG/ SLEEPS WITH ANGELS
3. BOYZ II MEN/2 (TWO)
4. ROLUNG STONES/ VOODOO LOUNGE
5. WEEZER
6. GREEN DAY/DOOKIE
7. JIMI HENDRIX/ WOODSTOCK
8. DEEP SOUTH/ SECOND COMPILATION
9. FOREST GUMP/ SOUND TRACK
10. DREAMCLOCK

FULL SELECTION OF NEW CD'S & TAPES
OVER 3000 USED CDs!!!

Golf Driving Range
Instructions Available for Individuals or Groups
(Video Swing Analysis)

»FF

S1 DISCOUNT on medium or bargain baskets for students and faculty prior
to 5 pm (Clemson ID card required)

(Good Thru 9/16/94)

Loaner Clubs Available
Hwy 76. ^endieton-across from Boscobel«646-6742»9 am 'til 10 pm

The Pasta House is known for the finest Italian cuisine, steaks and salads anywhere. But describing The Pasta
House is hardly complete without owner and executive chef Gershom E.Chan. A one man entertainment center,
Chef Chan is crazy about Clemson sports, and guaranteed to be the highlight of your visit to The Pasta House.
If you haven't met the "Crazy Chinaman", come in soon and see why everyone in Clemson loves him!
s*
• Complete Dinners Starting At Only $5.95
0 Lunch Monday-Friday 11:30 -2:30
0 Sundays 12 noon tuntil 8 00 pm
0 Dinner Monday -Saturday at 5p.m.

0 Fresh Veal, Chicken , Steaks & Seafood
0 Absolutely The Best Salads In The Upstate!
0 Romantic Italian Atmosphere
0 Excellent California & Italian Wine List

[([ ItaCian Cujsinet Sttafc&Seajvod_]j\
4126 Clemson Blvd. In Anderson. Next To Holiday Spa

i

any purchase with this coupon

&811

-OPEN-"
MONDAY-FRIDAY 10 to 8
SATURDAY 10 to 6 • SUNDAY 1:30 to 6
200 VICTORIA SQUARE
(on college ave. across from clemson post office)

654-4041

mmimiiMniniiiiiiiw

CHEAP AIRFARES
New York
Boston
Washington
Baltimore
Chicago
Philadelphia
Orlando

$169
$169
$129
$119
$119
$119
$129

•All are round trip from
Greeenville!
•Hurry!
•Many more: call for quotes
•654-6125/8440

' A»^V\ jPtS? . "»

Small World Travel
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Clemson's guide to playhouses, nightlife, upstate
Fit, Sept. 9
Fall Arts and
Crafts Show
MCALISTER SQUARE, G'VILLE

Headhunters
CHARACTERS, G'VILLE

The Taming of
the Shrew

Harry Connick, Jr.

(OPENING NIGHT)
THE WAREHOUSE THEATRE,
G'VILLE

BACKSTREETS

Sat., Sept. 10

LAKEWOOD AMPITHEATRE,
ATLANTA

Adult Zoo Camp

Kindread Soul

Sun., Sept. 11

Fat City Cats

Blue Tatoo
(Tillinghast &
Goree)

McP's

BACKSTREETS

TIGER TOWN TAVERN

THE GATHERING

Atlanta Symphony

Fat City Cats

Esso CLUB

McP's

Harambe

The Substitutes

TD's

Esso CLUB

Section 8

The Kentucky

Fri., Sept. 16

Roadhouse
Sat.. Sept. 17
Art in the Park
CLEVELAND PARK, G'VILLE

BROOKS CENTER THEATRE

>Wish your best friend a Happy Birthday!!
vRyt an ad in The Tiger's Campus Bulletin.

Tues., Sept. 13

Centerline

TIGER TOWN TAVERN

McP's

Sinner's Opera

G'VILLE ZOO

Bad Creek Band

> The Tiger • 906 Union • 656-2167

Relatives of
Schindler Jews
STROM THURMOND INSTITUTE

Thur., SePt."
r

99

ALL SEATS

ELECTIONS

THE
FOLLOWING
POSITIONS
WILL BE
HELD
SUNDAY,
SEPTEMBER
1 1 AT 8:00
FOR

COLLEGE AVE. • / 654-16'
654-1670

Feature Schedule For Fit, Sept. 9 thru Sept. 15
New Computer Box Officel • Advance Ticket5 • Purchase In Advance for No Wait!

"COME GET NAKED AT THE ASTRO"
\H. \1-Ln tti:l\ H"B".

BRICK
WILLIS

IIUKIJITTI

JAM'.
MARCH

COLOR OF

NIGHT

P.M. IN THE
Sat, Sun. 3:35, 9:45; Prl, Mon. - Thur.. 9:30 Only

CONFERENCE
ROOM IN

Schwarzenegger

HOLTZENDORFF
HALL:

TrirafeLies

W m

Sat. - Sun. 3:00, 9:40; Fri., Mon. - Thur.. 9:15 Only

TIME-OUT

EDITOR,
AD SALES
MANAGER,
CIRCULA TION MANAGER.

OOOO.DO IT AGAIN!
'">>.«•

Last Week!

■■'*■ it^LWi]."

BY 5:00 P.M.
TODAY IN
THE TIGER
OFFICE, 906
UNIVERSITY
UNION.

■ :iswiiMiti«w\i

L#0^*

-Shenzi

fef LION KING
ii£%Ve>«r**"/>>»''»>

The Walt Disney Company is pulling ail prints (your last chance to see it).
Sat, Sun. 1:15, 3:15, 5:15, 7:15,9:15; Fri., Mon. - Thur.. 7:15, 9:00

&V

^rt ®-°*tttek

ALLENS' CREATIONS, INC.

*ty

FRAME and ART GALLERY
400-1 College Ave. - Clemson
(Across from the Astro Theatres)

(803)654-3594 or 1-800-669-2731

Thn true story about an orphaned
seal who became a livihg legend.

•^{SUSjpt

IU3TIELDI

ALL INTER ESTED PARTIES APPLY

,

Sat', Sun. 1:30, 5:50, 7:45;
Fri., Mon. - Thur. 7:30 Only

Andre m
Sat. - Sun. 1:00, 6:00, 7:45;
Fri., Mon. - Thur. 7:00 Only

Movie Info Line 654-167Q or 6S4-3230
Call Bill now to reserve your Big Screen Christ m^ji Greeting.

VOICE MAGIC
1-800-948-3551
v

"Uye of tlje Ctgcr"

'Talk as long as you want'
■To Greenville, Spartanburg, Anderson, Seneca, Walhalla
ISalem, Westminter and others for one price: (can be
I used with most computers and fax)
(Monthly Rate:
$10
Icalls per Month: 25

$18
50

$35
100

$50
150

$80
250

by Rusty Jewell
7"print $10
16" print $35
Bring In this ad to register for a FREE Diploma frame job
to be given away Dec. 1st. (Value up to $100)
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events, live music and fine arts...
King of Beasts

BROOKS CENTER THEATRE

BROOKS CENTER THEATRE

PENDLETON

G'VILLE MUSEUM

GVlLLE ZOO

Roadhouse

Parents of Special
Children

McP's

ANDERSON CO. LIBRARY

The Revolvers
Esso

Sun., Sept. zt>

Cece Pension

Eek-A-Mouse

BACKSTREETS

CHARACTERS, G'VILLE

CHARACTERS, G'VILLE

« , ^
, T» J
Bad Creek Band

Mon.. Sept. 19

Thur., Sept. zz
Doc Diesel

Senior Fitness
Fair

The Tarns
CHARACTERS, G'VILLE

CLUB

Jelly Babies

YWCA,

Judith Linhares

McP's

Disillusionment to
„
Creative Response
CLEMSON WESLEY
FOUNDATION

Sat.. Sept. z*

Great Books Disc.
Group
SENECA PUBLIC LIBRARY

Tue., Sept. zO

G'VILLE ZOO

Bad Creek Band

Noises Off

(OPENING NIGHT)
BELLAMY THEATRE

McP's

Jelly Babies
Esso

CHARACTERS, G'VILLE

CLUB

Blue Tatoo
Nightnoise

Tumbleweed Ted
CLUB

THE GATHERING

Simon Sez
TD's

Red Cross
Celebrity Auction

(OPENING NIGHT)
PENDLETON PLAYHOUSE

Scott St. John,
Violinist

TIGER TOWN TAVERN

Spider Monkey
Her Lover

TIGER TOWN TAVERN

Fri.. Sept. 25

Captain Cook &
The Coconuts

Tue.. Sept. 27
King of Beasts

State of Disorder

(OPENING NIGHT)
G'VILLE LITTLE THEATRE

Esso

THE GATHERING

G'VILLE

Anything Goes

Thur.. sept, z^

JUST MORE BARBECUE,

Fri.. Sept. JWT
Fat City Cats
Esso

CLUB

ni Jqsonoo Jnsutfidesi v/sn

0/'

Tailgate

0f

.

'

TAILGATE BARBECUE
featuring:
BBQ
Potato Chips
Cole Slaw
Brownies
Iced Tea

10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
Saturday, September 10
Lower Level of the
Union Courtyard
Outside Edgar's

Cash, Tiger Stripe, and
all weekend meal plans accepted

This event is sponsored by:
■ Student Government
■ University Union
■ Clemson Dining Service
■ RHA
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Trebl inka concentration camp, as
seen through the eyes of a survivor. What Page lacks in originality and polish he almost makes
up for in content. In the House of
Stone and Light is sure to be
enjoyed by listeners from the
contemporary crowd and others
alike.

M® What? You don't have it yet?
$$ Itsuitsourhigh standards.
<£&& Sortakindagroovyish.
Die-hard fans might like it.
Don't waste your money.

Martin Page
in the House of Stone
and Light
POLYGRAM RECORDS

Amy Hinsley
staff critic
"It's been a long walk through
the halls of the house of stone and
light" says Martin Page who is an
accomplished songwriter/producer who has, with the help of
such artists as Robbie Robertson,
Phil Collins, Jimmy Copley and
Tears for Fears guitarist Neil
Taylor, just released his debut
album, In the House ofStone and
Light. The album seems to be a
spiritual and emotional journey
carried to its end by tribal
rhythms, modern and medieval
imagery, and tethered melodies.
It is apparent that Page has been
influenced heavily by the vocal
styles of Peter Gabriel, Phil
Collins, and Paul Young. If you
are wondering how those three

would sound together, you' re on
the wrong track.
Each song on the album has a
differentmusical mood. The title
track is a testament to the honest
introspection of the album with
lines like "I'm looking in beneath my skin in the house of
stone and light." This song, as
well as the powerful sounds in
"Monkey in My Dreams," is
hauntingly reminiscent of early
Peter Gabriel work. The love
songs "I Was Made For You"
and "Light In Your Heart" may
have appeal to the contemporary
listeners with their sappy, confessional tones. Page's music is
extremely positive and hopeful
but not until after it has evoked
some raw pain. The song "In My
Room" is a hymn that recalls in
detail a boy hearing his mother
being abused by his father. The
album's closer is a dreamy song
that recounts the true story of 600
Jews who actually escaped from

r

Godspeed
Ride
ATLANTIC RECORDS

by Brian Witbeck
staff critic
"You can't stop the hate. It's
been here forever. It's yours to
keep and caress.. .1 hate, you hate,
we all hate," David B lance summarizes the new band Godspeed.
After listening to a few tracks
including "Hate," and "Stubborn
Ass," this band will be most likely
to appear at the next peace festival or to be singing "We Are The
World" any time soon. Godspeed
seems to be attempting to.be the

Welcome back students I

vi

John Mellencamp
Dance Naked
MERCURY RECORDS

Larry K. Barthelemy, IV
senior staff photographer
Whether it is John Cougar or
John Cougar MellencamporJohn
Mellencamp, this talented singer

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
Haircut Special
$5.00 Men's cuts
$7.00 Ladies' cuts
We offer all nail services.

w

see MORE, page 7

Classic Photography Inc.

HEAD HUNTERS

L

still produces great quality albums. His latest. Dance Naked.
is a collection of raw tunes that
took a mere 14 days to record.
The songs on his newest release
are the grungiesi we have heard
yet.
Dance Naked, which is John's
twelfth album, returns to some of
the basics of his past material.
'This is as naked a rock record as
you're going to hear," offers
Mellencamp. 'All the vocals are
firstorsecond takes, and half the
songs don' t even have bass parts.
Others havejust one guitar, bass.
anddrums, which I haven't done
since 'Hurts so Good.'"
As you all know, he has joined
with Me'shell NdegeOcello to
reproduce the Van Morrison classic
"Wild
Night."
This song is the second single off
his new album and is continuing
to climb to the top of the charts.
The first single was the title track
"Dance Naked," which shows
John's raspy voice that makes
you pin-point him as the obvious
artist.
But as his latest album is labeled as "good," it is nothing
compared to "Human Wheels,"
his previous release. Thatalbum
just rocked with every single that
was released. On Dance Naked,
something is just missing from
the great sounds of John
Mellencamp. And with this album, the only attention I think it
will bring him is "the man with
all the funny names." While
John might have wanted to produce a raw/grungy album, he

has immediate openings for
PHOTOGRAPHERS
$6 to $9 Per Hour

I

Part-time weekends and evenings.
Transportation a must.
Underclassmen preferred.
Call 885-0036
for appointment

X

WSBF Top 10

654-2599 • M-F(9-6) & Sat(9-4)
Victoria Square'Suite 150

JALJ

HofclQSbvm1JS&
A NATIONAL FRANCHISE

1) Various Artists
Jabbberjaw
MAMMOTH RECORDS

America's Fun Store
• Rodio Controlled \fehicia$
• Train (Uonei & ISB Authored Dealer)
■ SportiCordJtPuElas,
■ Tools & Poinli • Rockdlx • Kttet
• Adventure AHstOfCiaiGomes • Teiwcopes & MtefO«op«
09&i EVENINGS ft SUNDAYS!

ECgESH3
Lay away

r■
1

s

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Black Sabbath or Megadeath of
the 90s. With theirdebut album
' 'Ride" on Atlantic Records, Godspeed is overpowering their
heavy metal peers with an explosion of bass guitars (two bass
guitars that is), and gut-wrenching vocals. The album never lets
up with such power trips as
"Ride," and the aw-ertive "Stubborn Ass" (there is nothing like
jamming guitar riffs and a guy
yelling "you' re a stubborn ass").
To the trained metal headed
mosher, this is a great album.
However, itjust seems these guys
stomped on one too many puppies as kids.

2) Jesus Lizard
Down

7) Bad Religion
Stranger Than Fiction

TOUCH-N-GO

ATLANTIC

3) Various Artists
Natural Bork Killers
Sdtk.

8) Luscious
Jackson
Natural Ingredients

INTERSCOPE

GRAND ROYAL

4) Cramps
RockinreeiininauklandNewZealand

9) God 8c Texas
Double Shot
RESTLESS

RESTLESS

-We've moved!
Welcome Back Students
Every Wednesday is Student Day
$1.00 Lunch Plates
2 free cookies with purchase of a lunch plate
if you bring in this coupon!
CLEMSON SHOPPING CENTER next to Los Hermanos • 654-8600

5) Afghan Whigh
What Jail is Like

10)NOFX
Punk in Drublic
EPITAPH

SUB POP

6) Toadies
Rubberneck
INTERSCOPE

STAY TUNED...MORE
NEXT WEEK
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respect the effort, and some
bands come up
with some
good stuff, downset is not one of
those. They even managed to
somehow screw up one of the
only things I like about this album; they spelled Johann wrong
on the inside cover.
"None are more hopelessly
enslaved than those who falsely
believe they are free." —Johann
Wolfgang Van Goethe

More music

continued from 6

should have stuck with the style
he was so used to. Itwouldhave
brought him more acclaim.

Downset
Downset
POLYGRAM RECORDS

Collective Soul
Hints, Allegations,
and Things Left
Unsaid
ATLANTIC RECORDS

by Swanee Weathers
staff critic
Sick of same-old, same-old
songs or lyrics that get bogged
down in their own tiring profundity? Lend an ear to these five
guys who hail from Stockbridge,
Georgia and are collectively referred to as Collective Soul.
Hints, Allegations, and Things
Left Unsaid, released first independently and then remastered

for Atlantic Records, is a rocking
album full of feel-good tunes
about love and making a peaceful way in this crazy world.
All of the songs were written,
produced, and arranged by guitarist and lead singer, Ed Roland.
The opening track is the highly
popular "Shine'^with its crazy
"Yeahs!"anddrivingguitar. The
album moves right into
"Goodnight, Good Guy," a stirring song about Roland's
grandfather's bout with leukemia. Theremainderofthetracks
are just as diverse, from the string
instrumental "Pretty Donna" to
the stress-relieving "Scream" to
the warmly acoustic "Heaven's
Already Here." With lyrics like
"Conquer some serenity/ Lay
yourself in fields of poetry" (from
"Sister Don't Cry"), you' 11 never
tire of singing along.
So the next time you find yourself perusing the CD shelves, lay

aside the Ice-T, K
Jk
Mudhoney, and i^"1 "UH!
(heaven forbid) Whitney Houston and lay yourself in Collective
Soul's fields of poetry. It'sworth
both your money and your time.

NEXT WEEK IN
TIME-OUT
ALBUMS REVIEWED:
AMPLIFIED HEART,
STONE TEMPLE
PILOTS,
DAMN YANKEES
SOUNDTRACK;
NlGHTNOISE COMING
TO THE BROOKS
CENTER.

by Dan Winans
staff critic
Downset is big on message,
but low on talent. Downset has
good intentions and I guess they
make their point. Basically, they
get pissed and write a relatively
non-talented song about it. Unfortunately that method ofchurning out songs has been abused on
the hard edge of the music scene,
and it's old. Downsetthrows their
stories in with some minimalistic
copy-cat music and expects
people to hearthem. "Take what
you will from our statements this
is all that we are: An effort to
release our emotions... Just an
effort" says messenger Rey
Oropeza. Thanks Rey. I'm tired
of hearing stories about problems in the cities. I'm pissed off
about the shitty things that gp on,
too, but get a clue—it's going to
take a lot more than you and me
and everyone else talking about
how angry we are to change
things. I think that, if they want to
make their point, they would be
better off trying to get people to
think about what the band is saying rather than get their fans all
pissed off and rowdy. F ve never
heard anyone discussing the
depth and importance of the messages in the lyrics at the hard core
show theyjustgotback from. All
I hear about is how many times
whoever got kicked in the head
and who bled the most and how
loud it was.
Some semi-literate journalistic reject at NME decided that
downset is better than Rage
Against The Machine because
downset is more angry. Sure, if
you want to compromise talent to
hear some screaming punk from
LA babble about his anger, listen
to downset. True, Rage leaves a
lot to be desired, but at least they
exhibit some talent and originality. I hope that downset's selftitled album is a poor indication
of their abilities. They've been
around since the late '80s, and
they were just thrown into the
spotlight last fall. I guess they
really wanted to be like somebody, follow a successful path.
Musically, everything on this album sounds just like something
else from Rage or Biohazard or
some other band that made it in
the industry. Heavy, strong, driving, you know the deal.
I don't really have anything
against this type of music, but it
bores me. It's all the same: some
guy that has a problem with society decides to get a band together
so they can go tell the world
about their problems. I have to

"Simplify, simplify"
Henry David Thoremt

"Hey that's not a bad idea!'
AT&T

LATeT

Universal

AI&T Universal MasterCard.
The credit, cash and calling card. All in one.
The AT&T Universal MasterCard. No annual fee-ever. Access to cash at over 350,000 locations.
Plus an AT&T calling card. Because life should be contemplated. Not complicated.
Call 1 800 438-8627 to request an application.

AT&T

Page 8B
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Down
1 find airwaves and typesets here
2 where the planetarium is
3 from sparkplugs to toilets
4 the original chemistry building
5 five little west-campus dorms
6 the new one
9 tin cans
1G see them on the horizon
12"HeyJoe!"
13 all computers connect here
15 clock tower
16 dissecting the cord of life
19 on your honor, do your best
Across
5 Business as usual
7 Get off on a tangent
8 lern to reed an rite
11 more books than your bathroom
14 by the water tower
17 learn to check vital signs
18architorture
19 housing house
20 spin a yarn
21 home of the head shrinkers
22 hope you don't get sick
23 the Prince's throne room is here

IZZ>

For this weeks answers, you'll
have to use the internet. Finger the
plan file of
timeout@hubcap.clemson.edu
Have a comp-sci person help you.
E-mail that same account to submit subject ideas, or general com(, rnents, suggestions, or information.

The Tiger
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August graduation awards honors
by LaToya C. Greene and Brett
Barker
staff writers
During the 11 a.m. graduation exerciseson Aug. 13 in Littlejohn Coliseum. CU honored a health care leader and a prominent
educator amidst the presentation of approximately 925 bachelor's, master's and doctoral degrees to graduates.
Sister Fischer attained membership into
the congregation of the Franciscan Sisters
of the Poor in 1958. The organization is
geared toward providing medical, social
service and long-term care to those in need,
regardless of race, creed or financial status.
In 1977, Fischer was appointed to the
Sisters' leadership board and health care
ministry core group. Three years later, she
attained the congregation's highest officepresident. Under her guidance a diverse
group of health care providers were united
to formulate one of the largest Catholic
health care networks in the country.

great
scores...

<gfo <33B>
I

He has served as general counsel to SC s
Public Service Commission, assistant S.C.
state attorney general and an advisor to the
state Senate's president's finance committee and banking and insurance committee.
Nineteen years of his life was dedicated
to teaching at USC after which he became
dean of the law school in 1980. Six years
later he was the newpresident of the College
of Charleston. He held that position until
1992 when he retired and joined the Columbia law firm of McNair & Sanford. Presently he chairs its litigation department and
is an active shareholder.
Also during the commencement exercises Leigh Franks, Sarah Penick, and Aly son
Price became the first graduates of the Masters of Public Administration degree program. The MPA program is a joint effort
between Clemson University and the Unifile photo
of South Carolina.
August saw the graduation of 925 bachelors, masters and versity
Two teaching assistants, Wade Stratton
doctoral degrees as well as the presentation of two honor- and Deborah Payne, were also recognized.
Stratton is pursuing a PhD management
ary degrees.
care to the poor.
his class in 1961 from the University of science and Payne is working on a doctorate
•in applied economics.
Lightsey, a Columbia native, graduated South Carolina School of Law.

In 1983 she chaired the newly formed
Franciscan Sisters of the Poor Health System, also known as HSI, which she continues to head today. Last year alone the organization provided $15 million in charity

123 by-pass, Seneca
(across from seneca cinimas)- 5 miles from campus

The BEST prime rib & steaks
at $6.25 to $12.25
[""coupon"

great
skills...
Kaplan helps you focjjs .
your test prep studies'irjjd
your confidence, so you can
get a higher score.

coupon

coupon

coupon

coupon 1

START THE SEMESTER
OFF RIGHT
DUCK HEAD FASHION!!
COME VISIT
the best kept secret in
Clemson

1/2 PRICE • 1/2 PRICE
Lcourjon

get a higher score

Outlet

coupon, _ _qoupon _ j?Q_upon_ _ _coupon J

"We'd like to get to know you, use
the coupon to treat a friend."
munchies-full menu-lite menu-dancing-live bandscasual-banquet rooms-catering-FRESH SEAFOOD

Head

Duck

| Buy one dinner entree at regular price
I and get the 2nd of equal or leaser
j value at 1/2 price.
Expires 10/1/94

Call:
1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN

from Clemson in 1952. He had previously
served as Clemson student body president.
Iin 1956, he earned a doctorate in veterinary medicine from the University of Georgia and proceeded to graduate in the top of

NOW OPEN 10am-8pm MON-SAT
405 College Ave. (Next to the Astro Theatre)
Downtown Clemson

(803) 653-3722

TELECOMMUNIC AT ION S

Excellence

the world over ^&&
Northern Telecom and BNR Inc. Where people are
reaching out to meet the challenge of bringing the world
together through communications ... all in the spirit of
leadership, innovation, dedication, and excellence.
If this is the kind of environment in which you want to
build your career, don't miss this opportunity! The most
exciting careers in telecommunications are now within
reach! This will be your only chance to talk with a representative from NT and BNR Inc. this semester, so bring
your resume, transcript and enthusiasm to the Career
Fair on September 21,1994.

n*

northern
telecom

BNR#
The research subsidiary
of Northern Telecom

Northern Telecom and BNR Inc. are Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action
Employers and are proud to maintain a drug and smoke free workplace.

Experience the magic of music
with the
Atlanta Symphony Orchestra!
Sunday, September 11,1994
7:30 p.m.
Brooks Theatre • $25 dollars all seats

//It's not too late to get tickets.
Come by the Brooks Center Box
Office, Monday - Friday, 1:00 - 5:00 pm.
PROCTRAM:

Javelin (Michael Torke)
Symphony No. 41 in C Major (Mozart)
Symphony No. 4 in E Minor, Op. 98 (Brahms)

MlHMiHM

The Tift,er
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POW returns
by Brian Mayberry
staff writer

personal experiences as a
POW.
Colonel Austin served as
The
an Air
annual
Force piPOW/
lot
in
VietMIA acnam, and
tivities on
was shot
t h
e
down in
University's
an F-4
campus
will be
Phantom
near
held
Hanoi,
Thursday
and FriNorth
day, Sept.
Vietnam
in Octo15 & 16.
Activiber of
ties will
1967.
start at
H
e
was capthe Cariltured and
lon Gardens at
held captive till
3:45 p.m.
with
a
his repatriation
candle
lighting
in March
c e r of 1973.
emony.
H
e
later
The
observance will be sponsored served as the Professor of
by Arnold Air Society. This Aerospace Studies of Detachis an organization in ment 770 at Clemson UniverClemson's Air Force ROTC sity.
The bamboo cage and an
program.
A bamboo cage containing information booth will be
a student will be displayed manned until 4 p.m. Friday
symbolizing the captivity of afternoon near the Carillon
American POWs during war- Gardens.
time.
The campus and commuFollowing the candle light- nity are encouraged to attend
ing ceremony, Colonel Will- and show their support for the
iam R. Austin, an alumnus of men and women who lost their
Clemson University's class of own freedom fighting for
1959, will be speaking on his ours'.

CU STUDENT INVOLVEMENT TRANSCRIPT
SYSTEM NOW AVAILABLE!!

Don't just show your academic records when applying to Graduate School, show
your entire self. The new Student Involvement Transcript will allow you to send a
certified list of your role in organizations and extra-curricular activities. This will
enable you to showcase yourself as the Total Package that you truly are!!
(Contact Jeanine Ward/Kevin Rice in the Office of Student Development
at 656-0511)

PEER-LEADERSHIP CONSULTANTS OFFER PROGRAMS FOR
ALL CU ORGANIZATIONS!!
Students like yourself offer their time and expertise while assisting your
organization in meeting its goals. Take advantage of this excellent
opportunity for improving you and your fellow group members.
Programs Offered
Cultural Pursuit
Goals Can Get You Where You're Going
On Becoming a Leader
Motivating Your Team Through Creative Leadership
Qualities of A Good Leader
TQM & You
'
The First Steps To Your Chapter's Success
Managing Your Time
Time Management Around The Clock
What's A Group To Do (Group Performance)

Arc you:
•new in an organization?
•new as an officer?
•having difficulty motivating your group?
•wanting to learn about leadership?
•wanting some new ideas for
teambuilding?
•having difficulty managing your time?
•looking for a way to get involved?
If any of these statements describe your
thoughts- join us for the FIRST annual
leadership conference at the
Clemson House
Saturday, September 17, 1994
from 9 am - 1:30 pm.

(Contact Jeanine Ward/Kevin Rice in the Office of Student Development
at 656-0511)
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Q Clemson Student
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Class:
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Besides learning about different aspects of
leadership you will have the opportunity to meet
other people involved in leadership, leam ways
to recruit new members for your organization,
and take home a few new ideas.
Workshops will include some of the
following topics:
Communication Wellness
Study Skills
Conflict Management
Resumes
Free Speech issues
Multiculturalism
Motivation
Utilizing the media Time Management
Leadership Styles Fund-raising
Teambuilding
Creativity
Officer training
and many more

O

□ Sophomore
□ Senior

Campus Address:.

Campus Phone:.

c
a)

~
to

Organization(s) (If you are already involved):

0)

Position(s) in Organization(s):

JC'

O

E
c
c
o

Q)
i-

c
c
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Questions?
Contact Jeanine Ward at The Office of Student
Development at 656-0511.

□ First-year
Q Junior
Q Other

a>

Q
2

Deadline for registration is:
September 14, 1994 at 4:30 pm

n

Registration Form
(Please print)

5

F»

September 9,1994

cc

-a
c
D.

b

Please return this form by September 9 to:
Jeanine Ward, Office of Student Development
113 Holtzendorff, Box 344003
Clemson, SC 29634-4003
Proposed Schedule:
9:00 am 10:00 am
Registration
10:10 am-11:10 am
Session 1
11:10 am-12:10 pm
Session 2
12:10 pm-1:30 pm
Lunch/Keynote

Clemson Students

1994
L.

Price:
Free

SSI
'199-1 =
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Jordan
class
act
Jon Cooper
asst. sports editor
Does anyone remember when
Michael Jordan decided to play baseball? Some people praised his efforts,
but most saw him negatively. Comments like "he's embarrassing himself ," or "he's an embarrassment to the
game of baseball," and "does not he
have enough money," were uttered by
many fans who view their? game as
sacred. Certainly, only a very few believedhecouldbe successful orthought
he would stick it out.
Now, he has played the minor league
season in its entirety. The same cannot
be said for Major League Baseball.
Looking back it seems that baseball as
a whole embarrassed itself, but Jordan
was one of its few shining lights.
Also, for most fans, baseball brings
along with it a romantic element that
exists in no other sport. A true fan of the
game should be glad that Jordan still
sees the game this way; the owners and
players have sinceforgotteathekroots....
Withwhatstandardsdowemeasure success, anyway. Didhis critics expect
him to duplicate his NBA success. He
hit around .200 and hit 2 homeruns in a
full season with AA Birmingham. Of
course it's not enough to make the
majors, but it is certainly not the worst
in the league.
Even if the numbers are not that
impressive, he demonstrated a work
ethic and a love of the game to us all.
That is where he was truly successful.
Finally, if you are one of the many
concerned with how much money he
makes already, remember he played
baseball for the league minimum during the same time when millionaire
owners and players cried over who gets
the most.

Tigers prepare for
Wolfpack, see page 14.
Volleyball team wins
tourney, see page 15.
Women's soccer kicks
oft, see page 15.
Cross country teams
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in gear, see page 18.

Downs starter for N.C. State
game, see page 14.

Tigers spank Paladins 27-6
by Scott Drayton
staff writer
The 20th ranked Clemson Tigers (1-0)
opened the season last Saturday with a 276 walloping of the Furman Paladins (0-1)
in Death Valley. First year head coach
Tommy West's Tigers posted 337 total
yards and 24 first downs while the defense
allowed only 99 total yards for Furman.
West's successful regular season debut
wasembodiedintailbackAnthony Downs'
successful debut. Downs ran the ball 17
times and gained 89 yards with almost
almost all of his action coming in the first
half of play. He also caught two passes for
19 yards.
Quarterback Patrick S app completed
seven of 12 passes for 106 yards and one
touchdown. His performance, however,
did not satisfy West.
"I wasn't particularly pleased with
Patrick's overall performance,' 'West said.
"I thought he played very conservatively.
I guess since it was the opening game he
didn't want to make the big mistake. That
was the positive of how he played. He
didn't do anything to hurt our football
team.
"But now Pat is going to have to take
his ability and do things to help us win, not
just keep us from getting beat... He is
going to have to make throws when they
are there... He didn' t have a bad day, but I
thought he played very average."
The recieving ranks were led by
Antwuan Wyatt. Wyatt caughtfivepasses
for 76 yards and a touchdown. West called
Wyatt the "most dangerous player on offense," and planned to have him touch the

Llese Snode/head photographer

Anthony Downs and James Jenkins (pictured) led the
freshmen tailbacks in their Death Valley debut last Saturday against Furman.
ball between 15 and 20 times playing both
recieverand tailback. Saturday,however,
his five receptions were his only touches.
West said "he [Wyatt] touched the ball
enough today [againstFurmanJ," liriplying Wyatt could still yet see action at
tailback this season.
The defense held the Paladins offense
to only 102 yards passing and negative
three yards rushing. Linebackers Darnell

see FURMAN, page 18

Men's soccer humiliates Vandy

Score one for CU
It is nice to see Clemson administration doing something right. The
women's soccer team is a welcome
addition to our sports program.
They are responding to gender inequality the right way: by adding
women's programs instead of eliminating men's like other schools have
been forced to do.
Clemson athletics is lucky to be able
to fund non-revenue programs. Many
schools simply can't afford it.
Clemson should continue expanding athletics to include women, perhaps next with a softball team.
But let's be fair, we could also use a
men's volleyball team.
Still, we must realize that gender
equity does have its limitations. The
sheer numbers of men who participate
in football alone, can overshadow
women's programs.
Genuine attempts to expand
women's programs are difficult. So
when the university sets goals for participation of women, look to see if they
are providing as many opportunities as
possible. Not just if the numbers are
equal.

Stephens and Tim Jones led the way with
eightiackles. Linebacker Wardell Rouse
and middle guard Carlos Curry contributed seven tackles.
"Junior Warren Forney, whosat outlast
seasonbecause of a knee injury, came out
Saturday and contributed five tackles at
defensive end. Forney is projected to start

Larry Barthelemy IV/senlor staff photographer

Volde Harris and Rivers Guthrie scored five and three
goals respectively in beating the Vanderbilt Commodores
8-0 last Sunday.
by E.H. Bellamy
staff writer
The men's soccerteam shined in their
season opener last Sunday at Riggs Field,
with striker Wolde Harris scoring five

goals and outside midfielder Rivers
Guthrie three, in an 8-0 drubbing of the
Vanderbilt Commedors.
"This was really not what we anticipated. Five of our First six shots went in the
net. We came out playing as well as I
could expect early in the season," re-

sponded the very pleased Coach I.M.
Ibrahim.
TheTigers began in a rampage, scoring
in only the 39th second of play. Guthrie
collected the ball at the midfield line and
sent a through pass into the left flank for
the on-rushing Nidal Baba who found the
unmarked Harris in theCommodores'box.
Harri s took two touches to gather the bal I
and then slid it in to the near post, as
VanderbiltkeeperPatBroome lunged in
vain.
Clemson continued to control the match
and found the net again in the ninth minute.
Baba received the ball at the top of the
penalty area, looked one way, and passed
the other to the Guthrie flying down the
left wing. Guthrie's well timed run earned
him his first goal of the afternoon, as he
beat Broome to the near post.
Only two minutes later, defenderMark
Kinch stole the ball and soared a wellaimed pass over Vanderbilt's back four
finding Harris. Harris collected the ball,
evaded several tackles, and beat the oncoming Broome. Broome watched from
the ground as Harris' bad angle shot from
the right end line trickled through the legs
of two Commodore defenders.
Harris completed the third hattrickof
h i s career when Guthrie crossed and Harris again found the near post.
"All the work came from the midfield
and out of the back. We all just capitalized
onour opportunities "commentedHarris.
Guthrie capitalized again 30 seconds

see SOCCER, page 16
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Tiger Football

Wolfpack enter Death
Valley tomorrow

Clemson vs.
N.C. State

by Jon Cooper
assistant sports editor

Offense

«*p>

Quarterbacks
Runningbacks
Recievers
Offensive line

•

«§►
4§*

This Saturday, Clemson and
N.C. State will compete in the
14th annual Textile Bowl to be
played in Memorial Stadium.
Clemson is coming off a 27-6
win over Furman, while N.C.
State beat Bowling Green in its
opener.
State returns two proven starters at quarterback. Terry Harvey
passed for 192 yards but threw
two interceptions last week. In
his career, 2552 yards thus far in
his career. He is backed up by

Defense

i%

Defensive line
Linebackers
Secondary

*&
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Special teams

Eddie Goines

Kicking teams •*$*
Return teams
i£$
Coverage teams «fi*

senior Geoff Bender, who started
five games last season.
Patrick Sapp may not post big
numbers, but he avoids mistakes.
He was Clemson's leading quarterback a year ago, passing for
1084 yards.
At the tailback positions, neitherClemsonnorN.C. State have
and State'sBrianFitzgerald,and

Clemson's Anthony Downs
posted similar numbers last
week's games.
For both teams, the fullback
position is a strength. State's
Carlos King led the team in rushing last week with 75 yards.
Emory Smith start for the Tigers' atfullback.
N. C. State returns all-American candidate Eddie Goines at
wide-out. Last season he was a
first-team all-ACC selection,
leading the ACC with 10 TD's
and 19.4 yards per catch. Last
week was no different; he led
State's offense with six receptions for 109 yards. Last season,
his receiving yards totaled 928.
Clemson counters with
Marcus Hinton, Antwuan Wyatt,
and a stable of freshmen. Wyatt
caught five balls for 76 yards and
a touchdown in his first collegiate start against Furman.
State brings experience with
three returning starters on an offensive line that gave up only 14
sacks last season.
Clemson's young front gave
up four sacks last week, and it
will see itsfirst ACC test Saturday. The success of the Clemson
offense may ride on the line's
performance.
On State's defensive line, senior captain Carl Reeves stands
out. Reeves recorded four tackles including one for a loss last
week in the game against Bowling Green.
Clemson will look to stop the
State rushing attack with Marvin
Cross and Carlos Curry who led

the defensive front in tackles
againstFurman.
The N. C. State linebacking
corps is headed by Damien
Covington. He was a first-team
all-ACC performer last season
for State. His success continued
as he recorded a team-leading six
tackles against Bowling Green.
Clemson presents two of the
top linebackers in the conference
in Tim Jones and Wardell Rouse.
State returns three starters in
the secondary, including Ricky
Bell who was a member of Sporting News' all-ACC freshmen
team.
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Scott Videtich
Clemson's secondary, led by
hard-hitting safety Brian
Dawkins is talented and deep.
Saturday' s placekicking duties have been delegated to two
of the nation's top kickers.
Clemson's Nelson Welch was a
second-team all-ACC, and
State's Scott Videtich was firstteam last year.

Wyatt versatile, vital
by Mike Serijan
staff writer
Clemson's "most dangerous
offensive weapon," Antwuan
Wyatt, takes aim at the opposition in hopes of leading the Tigers to an ACC and national
championship. The 5' 11" sophomore from Day tona Beach may
not be huge, but he is a big play
man in the Tiger offense.
"We have a strong, veteran
defense, but our offense is
young," Wyatt said. "I feel I can
bringalotofexcitementandgame
breaking ability to this team."
This was evident in last
Saturday's game when he had
five receptions for 76 yards includinghisfirstcareertouchdown
on a 29 yard completion from QB
Patrick Sapp.
Antwuan played sparingly last
season, registering only one catch
for seven yards and one run for
10 against N.C. State. This was
difficult for the first-team allstate member and Daytona Beach
Touchdown Club Player-of-theYear.
"Thereis abig transition from
high school to college football,"
he said. "In high school, I could
score at will, but here you only
score when they let you."
He chose Clemson over such
football powers as: Michigan,

Florida, and Florida State.
"I chose the Tigers for two
reasons," Wyatt said. "First,they
gave me the opportunity to play
more early on in my career. Secondly, wide receivers coach, Rick
Stockstill, is an old family friend
and my mom liked the idea of

having an 'uncle' around to keep
me out of trouble."
Clemson fans remember the
optimism Wyatt brought them
last spring in the Orange and
White game. Moving over from
wideout to tailback, Antwuan
carried the ball 14timesforl07
yards and two touchdowns. Does
that mean we might see him lining up in the backfield? Head
coach Tommy West has stated a
desire to have Wyatt touch the
ball 15-20 times a game.
West said, "there is a chance
Wyatt will play tailback at anytime this year. There is always
that chance." When asked if he
thought he could get 15-20
touches, Antwuan said, "Well,
Anthony Downs had 17 carries
last week, so that could easily be
me. We only ran about nine different plays last week. We will
open it up this week, and I think

mm

Coach West was figuring on playing me at tailback in the ACC
games."
Antwuan has three brothers
and three sisters, but his competitiveness is not with them. It is
with his father. Alvin Wyatt was
a defensive back and return specialist for the Buffalo Bills in the
late 60's early 70's and is now
the defensive coordinator at
Bethune-Cookman College.
"My dad still likes to race me.
He can beat me to twenty yards.
He is still very quick." When
asked who has the better moves
of the two, a smile crossed his
face and he replied assuredly, "I
do."
With classes in human resource development and football
occupying most of his time,
Antwuan still finds time to relax.
"I like to play basketball and talk
tomygirifriendinDaytonaBeach
when I have time." Surprisingly,
basketball is his first love. He
averaged 21 points a game in
high school. "I would play basketball instead of football if I
were offered an open scholarship."
Some students know what they
want to do once they graduate,
but Antwuan does not like to
look that far ahead. "My goals
right now are to help us win the
ACC championship and to hopefully win a national title. I don' t

Larry Barthelemy IV/senlor staff photographer

Antwuan Wyatt is currently the Tigers' leading receiver, but he is willing to play tailback
if needed.
want to look too far into the future, because I don't want to be
disappointed." With the way he
has played in the Orange and
Whitegame and theFurman game
this year, it would be difficult for

him to disappoint anyone, including himself. And who knows,
wi 11 we see Antwuan lace up the
sneakers and hit the hard-court
this winter? Coach Barnes could
have a steal.
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Lady Tigers sweep
UT-Arlington Tourney

Lady Tigers
learn ropes

by Kim Martin
staff writer
i
i

A
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The Lady Tigers opened their
season with a bang this past weekend by winning the UT-Arlington Tournament.
They recorded victories over
Texas- Arlington, San Diego State
and Mississippi on their way to
clinching the tournament championship.
Coach Jolene Hoover said:
"We looked really good. Our
toughest competitor was San Diego State. In the third game they
jumped ahead of us a by a couple
of points, but we caught up.
"It was really impressive that
we won all of our matches in
three games."
The Lady Tigers did not lose a
game at the entire tournament.
They defeated UT-Arlington 150 15-4, 15-8, and San Diego
State 15-9, 15-9, 15-11. They
finishedbydowningMississippi
15-7, 15-8, 15-8 late Saturday
night.
Clemson' s first home game is
against UNC-Asheville on
Wednesday, September 7, at 7
p.m.
The Lady Tigers will host the
fifth annual Big Orange Bash
volleyball tournamenttoday and
tomorrow.
They will be competing
againstCentral Florida, Appalachian State, Drexel and James

by Rob Graham
staff writer

file photo

The Tigers beat Texas-Arlington, San Diego
State and Mississippi en route to the UT-Arlington Tournament Championship.
Madison.
"We are very confident going
into this tournament," Hoover
exclaimed. "Our toughest com-

petitor will be Central Florida."
The Clemson-Central Florida
match will begin at 7 p.m. tonight.

All the luck and magic that
is supposed to accompany a
first year team during its first
official game never made it to
Fetzer Field in Chapel Hill, NC
lastSunday.
The unbeaten and numberone ranked North Carolina
women's soccer team combined defense with a powerful
offense to overwhelm the Lady
Tigers in their first ever collegiate, as well as conference,
game, with a 7-0 win. The game
also marked the eighty-third
consecutive win for the Lady
Tar Heels and pushed their
record to 2-0 for the current
season.
Sophomore Debbie Keller
scored two goals and had one
assist, while senior Tisha
Venturini and sophomore Sarah Dacey registered two assists and a goal apiece.
The scoring began less than
two minutes into the game,
when Venturini cashed in off a
cross from Dacey. No more
than two minutes later, Dacey
.forwarded the ball to Keller,
who rifled it into the net for a 2Olead. .
The Lady Tigers held UNC
scoreless for the next 27 min-

utes, but the Lady Tar Heels'
defensive squad put an end to
that as freshman Staci Wilson
scored off a give-and-go play
with Venturini at the 30-minute
mark. That was the final goal of
the first half and UNC was sitting pretty with a 3-0 edge.
The Lady Tar Heels added
four more goals in the second
half.
Freshman back MegUritus
finished the scoring forthe game
as she scored in the 88th minute
of play off a corner kick from
seniormidfielderDanielleEgan.
CU's offense was held in
check the entire game by UNC s
defensive unit, as they could
only muster six shots on goal
compared to 28 by the Lady Tar
Heels. Carolina goalies Shelly
Finger and Tracy Noonan combined forthe shutout. Noonan
made two saves in the second
hal f and Finger did not have to
make a save in the first 45 minutes.
Clemson
goalkeepers
Meredith McCullen and
Suzanne Putnam recorded eight
saves together. McCullen collected six.
The Lady Tigers will look to
redeem themselves tonight as
they take Riggs Field for the
first time in theircareers to face
Loyola(MD)at7p.m.

BELK SIMPSON: EASLEY, TOWNE & COUNTRY PLAZA

CLINIQUE
CLOSE
FRIENDS

YOUR FREE GIFT WITH
PURCHASE
Close Friends is your newest Clinique bonus. Everyday
Clinique essentials fill a sleek caddy organizer and make
it easy to have them whenever you need them.
The Close Friends bonus, yours free with any 13.50 or
more Clinique purchase, includes: Honey gloss
ReMoisturizing Lipstick - neutral toned lip polish with lip
softening effects; Non-Aerosol Hairspray - unscented
favorite for natural looks, clean finish, non-sticky hold;
Dramatically Different Moisturizing Lotion - skin's best
loved moisture drink; Down to Earth Pair of Shades Eye
Shadow and Duo - mistake-proof eye colors to highlight
and shade; Ripe Raisin Different Lipstick - rich, warm
and totally modern.
All Clinique Products are allergy tested and 100%
fragrance free. One bonus per customer, please.
While supplies last.
Clinique is a total system of skin care. And the
very heart of the system is the CLINIQUE
COMPUTER. Programmed by a group of leading dermatologists, it asks eight essential questions and analyzes the answers to determine
skin type and the proper Clinique products
and procedures.
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Guthrie key to Tigers' success
by E.H. Bellamy
staff writer
Rivers Guthrie, the starting
senior midfielder from St. Petersburg, Fla., is one of the big
crowd pleasers on the men's soccer team.
Fans at Riggs Field lean a 1 ittle
further toward the game every
time the ball is played to his feet
in anticipation of his footwork.
One of the many playmakers
on the squad, Guthrie is thecomic
relief and the lead actor on and
off the pitch.
Fans who have seen him in
action will testify to his ecstatic
goal scoring celebrations, his
Oscar winning-enhanced fouls
and his keen eye for the net.
Guthrie began his soccer experience at age five, playing
streetball with, "the older crowd
down the road, specifically Josh

Newman. He was a hard worker
and a role model to me in my
youth," said Guthrie with a smile.
A club and high school player.
Guthrie explained that making
the U-17 World Cup Team was
the first major step in his soccer
career.
When asked about his entertaining style and otherplayers he
admires, Guthrie claimed,
"Rodney Marsh of the Tampa
Bay Rowdies was a player I had
the opportunity to watch a good

Llese Snode/head photographer

Rivers Guthrie, a leader on the men's soccer
team, hopes to lead the Tigers to the ACC
Championship this season.
deal growing up.
"He was always playing for
the crowd and celebrating goals,
I real ly enjoyed that."
Guthrie's most memorable
goal was scored against the Virginia Cavaliers in his freshman
yearatClemson.
"I was out around lOyards,"
he remembers, "from the top of
the box. and I got a bouncing pass
that I hit solidly into the upper
comer.
"We were playing on astroturf
so I was pleased with the halfvolley. As a freshman it was a
really big moment for me, especially against a team like Virginia."
Guthrie is quick to point out
that this year's team play s with a

unselfish mentality.
"I'm not going to talk just
about myself; I have to give most
of the credit to the rest of the
team, because we do it together,
and I'd like to mention Danny
Care particularly.
"He gets very little credit, and
he's really the workhorse...and
of course we wouldn't even be
around if it weren't for Coach
Ibrahim. He is a great coach and
tactician."
On a long list of tough opponents, Guthrie ranks N.C. State's
Scottie Sweitzer as his most
troublesome.
"I would get the ball and then
bam, he was taking it up the field.
He was everywhere at once."
Also on his list are Nidal Baba

and Jamahl Green, two of his
fellow players known to mix it
up.
"Nidal is an animal, and
Jamahl...well, you've seen him
play."
Guthrie is intent on continuing his soccercareerand staying
in the United States at the same
time.
"After I graduate, I'd like to
play in the MLS (Major League
of Soccer), because I. like
America.
"I got to try a lot of diverse
cultures on the World Cup team,
and the U.S. is where I want to
be."
While soccer may be the centerpiece of Guthrie's life at the
present, he does have life outside
of soccer.
His tastes include hip-hop
music, "any music Milo (Miles
Joseph) doesn' t like," and playing pool.
"IRIVERSJ WANTS TO
BE ON DAYTIME
SOAP-OPERAS"

Write
sports
tor Ihi
Tigerl
Call 65(1
0986!
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IFOR SALE I

MILES JOSEPH
TEAMMATE
Roommate Joseph adds, "No,
Rivers spends his time trying to
beat me in air hockey... and he
wants to be on daytime soap operas."
Guthrie is a key piece in the
Tigers' bid for ACC and national
championship contention this
season.
If soccer isn't in his future after he graduates, Hollywood may
be next.
^isnia OBD b

Chests, Bookcases, Desks?!
Couches, Shelves, etc. I
Elin's Elf

104 Madden Bridge
Central, SC 29630
639-4740
654-6241
Mon. - Sat. 9:00 a.m.-j
5:30 p.m.
aifrxx

For once, a cut in
educational spending that
actually helps students.
Power Macintosh'' 7100/66 8/250 ...
with CD-ROM, Apple' Multiple Scan 15 Display,
<n~ Keyboard and mouse. Only 2,649.00.

Macintosh' Performa' 636 4/250.
Apple" Color Plus 14" Display, AppleDesign'
Keyboard and mouse. My $1,429.00.

With Apple's special low student pricing, you can get a terrific deal on Macintosh:
the best-selling personal computer on college campuses today. You can choose the affordable Macintosh Performa; which comes complete with lots of powerful software to help
get you through college. You can also choose the portable Apple' PowerBook' or the Power

Macintosh' Performa' 636 8/250 .
with CD-ROM, Apple- Color Plus 14' Display,
AppleDesign" Keyboard and mouse. Only $1,733.00.

Macintosh - the world's fastest Mac: And because Macintosh is still the easiest personal computer, you won't have to dig through complex manuals. Plus, with low student pricing, a Mac
is as easy to afford as it is to use. All of which makes it the ideal time to i
i r^
discover the power all college students need. The power to be your best! ADDlC'

through it.

If you have questions, please contact
Clemson Microcomputer Center
in the basement of the P & AS Building or call 656-3714.
© 1994 Apple Computer, Inc.

Apple, the Apple logo, Macintosh, Macintosh Quadra, Performa, PowerBook and "The power to be your best" are registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. AppleDesign, Mac and Power Macintosh are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
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AFC preview:
byMikeSerijan
staff writer
The Tiger's NFL preview concludes this week with a look at
.the AFC:
AFCEASLMiami: Dan Marino will be
on a mission this year to regain
theformhe had before tearing his
achilles tendon. TE Keith Jackson is looking to improve his
. production over last year. The
return of Troy Vincent and the
solidplay ofBrian Cox will power
the Dolphin defense.
New England: The Pats lost 8
games by a total of 13 points last
season. They could win more of
: thosethisyear.QBDrewBledsoe
has had a season to mature, and
bruising back Marion B utts has
arrived. Coach Bill Parcells has
the defense looking like his old
Giants, and K Matt B arr will replace ScottSisson.
Buffalo: Everyone knows the
Bills are 0-4 in the Super Bowl,
butthey mightnotknow that the
Bills have the best record over
1
the last four years at 58-19. Jim
Kelly, Thurman Thomas and
Andre Reed lead the no-huddle
J offense, while Bruce Smith will
try to improve the league's second worst defense.
iQdeng
New York Jets: Boomer
Esiason hopes to show more consistency over the whole season.
Rookie CB Aaron Glenn adds
* great speed and coverage to an
• >n already strong secondary. Veteran KNickLowery was a steal.
Indianapolis: Marshall Faulk
setsaimattherookierecordbooks
as he'll be the main focus of the
Colts offense. QB Jim Harbaugh
> will have his every move scrutinized, since the Colts passed on
Trent Dilfer in the draft.
AFCCENTRAL
Pittsburgh: RB Barry Foster
is back, but will his teammates be
behind him? Foster had ankle
' surgery last December in spite of
the urging of his coach and teammates against it. QB Neil
, O'Donnell will have rookie WR
Charles Johnson to break the
game open, and the Steelers need
to resign TE Eric Green.
J
Cleveland: RBandreturn specialist Eric Metcalf is the cornerstone. QB Vinny Testaverde has
. threereceivers, Michael Jackson,
Mark Carrier, and Keenan
McCardell, whoall averaged over
17 yards per catch. The defense

I
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is always tough and this year
should be no exception.
Houston: "Commander"
Cody Carlson will have to step
out of Warren Moon's shadow
and into the fire. RB Lorenzo
White lost his job to Gary Brown
last season, and Brown shows no
signs of giving it back. The Oilers were hit hard by the salary
cap as four defensive starters were
lost to free agency.
Cincinnati: "Big Daddy" Dan
Wilkerson should be the impact
player everyone expects, but
don' t expect the Bengal s to reach
the playoffs yet. The defense has
steadily improved, but the special teams ranked last in the NFL.
AFC WEST
L.A. Raiders: An aerial assault is expected as QB Jeff
Hostetler will bomb away to
speedsters TimBrown, James Jett
and Alexander Wright. The defense could be the AFC's best
with Greg Townsend, Chester
McGlokton,andTerryMcDaniel.
Denver: John Elway' s Christmas came early as the Broncos
signed star WR's Anthony Miller
and Michael Pritchard. TE Shannon Sharpe has blossomed into a
greatplayer, while Rod Bernstein
will churn out the yards on the
ground. The defense could be
this team's downfall.
Kansas City: Will Joe Montana last another year? Only time
will tell. The same can be said of
Marcus Allen. Both are vital to
the success of the Chiefs. WR's
Willie Davis and J.J. Birden
should have big years. The defense is the strength of this team
and can singlehandedly win
games.
Seattle: RickMirerentershis
second season with high expectations. Kel vin Martin and Brian
Blades will provide Mirer with
bigtargets, andRB Chris Warren
will look for his third consecutive 1000 yard season. Cortez
Kennedy, Eugene Robinson, and
rookie Sam Adams lead a young,
aggressive defense.
San Diego: Natrone Means
becomes the featured back with
the departure of Marion Butts.
Means mixes power with speed,
and Ronnie Harmon gives QB
StanHumphriesanotherreceiver
out of the backfield. The secondary looks to be the team's weakness, which puts more pressure
onJuniorSeauandLeslieO'Neal.
K John Carney had two 6 field
goal games last season.
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Ron Heller, a 25 year-old Sumter, S.C. native, is the new voice of the
Tigers. He is the current public address announcer for all home
athletic events.
by Billy Ebner
staff writer
Have you everthought what
it would be like to announce
football games for the Tigers?
For one former Clemson student, fantasy is becoming reality.
Clemson graduate Rob
Heller is the new public address announcer for home football and basketball games. He
has been doing P. A. announcing for the past four years and
has slowly moved his way up to
Clemson football.
It all started for Heller about
four years ago. He simply went

to see a single A baseball game in
Sumter. Heller was in the
announcer's booth watching the
game, when the P. A, announcer
got sick. He took over for him
andstarted announcing the game.
Heller said, "I really enjoyed announcing that game, and I knew
that was what I wanted to do."
After this, Heller was able to
get a job with sports management forClemson athletics. Soon
afterwards, he began public address announcing.He now finds
himself working the football and
basketball games.
He first tried out for the football PA announcer job at the Orange and White game in April.
The athletic department liked

what they heard and hired him
not only for football but basketball, too. Heller is one of the
youngest public address announcers to ever announce at
Clemson. In addition to this, he
is currently the single voice in
Clemson sporting events. Heller
said, "The thing I enjoy most
about Clemson sports is the excitement that it brings. I love
Clemson sports."
Although Heller's main jobs
will be football, basketball, soccer and baseball, he will also be
doing other Tiger sporting
events.
Hellerenthusiastically maintains: "I'm going to announce
sports every chance I get."

CASUAL and SPORT shoes

f3RJ*COLT

HIKING shoes & sandals
THE SPORT SANDAL.

210 MB Conner hard disk
199
420 MB Conner hard disk
268
Trident 9400 VLB SVGA
Windows Accel. w/IMB
75
Cirnis Logci 5428 VLB
• 3 slot VLB Motherboard w/ CPU+Ziff Socket
SVGA Wind. Accl. vv/IMB
88 • 256K cache
• 4Mb RAM installed
VLBIDE4hd,2fdw/lp.2s, Ig
23
• IDE Controller VLB ZHD &2FD w/2s, I p, I g
14 • Floppy Drive I 44Mb
ISAlDE2hd,2fdw/lp, 2s, lg
• VLB Windows Accelerated graphics w/IMB
14" .28 dp. Nl SVGA Monitor
264
• 101 key keyboard
Sound Blaster compatible 16• 3 button mouse
bit card + micr. + speakers
• 210 Mb Hard Disk IDE 14ms
103
Sony Double Speed CD ROM
169 • Mini Tower Case w/230 Watts Power Supply
Compton's New Century
Interactive Encyclopedia
40
US & World Atlas CD
24
DX-40 $890, DX2-66 $989
1
01 Key Keyboard
18
Multimedia, Add $272
_Z-NIX MS compatible mouse
10
OEM Dos 6.22 & WFW 3.11 with system-Add $110. Custom
configurations available. New Store opens 10 am - 5 pm Saturday 8/27.
IMx9 70 ns RAM $41, 4Mx9 70 ns RAM $159 while supplies last. Price
list available. We are located at 391-1 Old Greenville Hwy (intersection
°f 93 & 123 across from Phillips 66) in the same building as Fast Break.

Vesa LB System
486 SX-33

i
ii

T&fr^
MERRELL
OUTDOOR FOOTWEAR

$Sffi

tJa/wez

$797

Call Competitive Computing @ 654-3804, or Fax @ 654-9240
•

i
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GREAT OUTDOORS
3440 Clemson Blvd., Anderson
<txL»o)i^

226-5283
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Cross country teams gear
for upcoming season

Wolde Harris
scores five in
opening game
continued from 13
after Harris' hat trick on an assist
fromMilesJoseph.Guthriestnick
with the outside of his foot and
beat Broome to the far post to
make the score 5-0 in only the
first 20 minutes of play.
"We are known as an explosive team, and we know we can
score goals. Eight -nil or one-nil,
we want to play as a team and get
that shutout. We real ly stuck it in
there." added defender Jamahl
Green.
The three remain i ng goals did
not come until later in the second
half. In the 69th minute, Guthrie
beat two defenders at the left
corner flag and got off a cross for
Harris, who nonchalantly nodded the ball down to the nearpost
beating replacementkeeperBrian
Garland.
Less than a minute later,
Guthrie picked up the first hat
trick of his career when he robbed
a Vandy defender near midfield
and stormed through the middle
leaving only Garland in the dirt
and the ball in the back of the net.
"I got a lot of help from Miles,
Nidal, and Imad. I was just in the
right place at the right time, and it
was a great team effort," replied
Guthrie. Harris finished out the
Tigers1 scoring in the 85th minute
of play on a one-on-one, with

September 9,1994 V.

by Macy Chatneuff staff
writer

Garland coming out the loser.
Freshman standout Matt Jordan recorded his first shutout in
the net fortheTigers. "We played
fantastic defense, and I got a lot
of help. Our emphasis has been
on playing defense as a unit, and
we all earned this shutout. It feels
really great."
The Tigers' next conference
game is against fellow ACC powerhouse North Carolina on Sun-

"OUR EMPHASIS
HAS BEEN ON
PLAYING DEFENSE
AS A UNIT, AND WE
ALL EARNED THIS
SHUTOUT. IT FEELS
REALLY GREAT."

• MATT JORDAN
GOALKEEPER

day, September 11 at 2 p.m. at
Riggs Field.
"It'sagreat opportunity forus
to see if we can maintain our
cohesiveness and unity against
UNC," commented Harris, who
declined praise for his outstanding performance, saying only,
"Everyone contributed."
Coach Ibrahim believes the
Tigers are ready for UNC saying: "It's going to be a big one."

Men's Cross Country Coach
Bob Pollock has many expectations forthe upcoming track season, including going to the ACC
championships, where they finished third last year and being
ranked in the top three nationally.
These expectations are embraced by the team' s strengths:
a desire to work hard, apositi ve
attitude and experience. Pollock
hopes to see then how team will
best achieve its goals after the
teams first meet. He plans to
race a lot of the newcomers and
mold the finishing touches with
time.
Returning tracksters feel the
biggest difference between this
year and 1 ast is that the team is a
more cohesive unit. According
to anchor Kevin Hogan, the team
is "young, but experienced. We
know what we have to do to
completeour goals."
The rest of the anchors are
ToddHolliday, Pat Thompson,
Scot Autrey, Brett Kirk, Mike
Frazer and Danny Murphy.
The women's team, coached
by Wayne Coffman, David Kaiser, and Chad Bell, also has many
returning runners along with
some new faces.
The team made few changes
from last year because they were
able to fill formerrunners' spots

on the team without looking elsewhere. Dee Dee Kennedy feels
the team is better, because they
are more experienced.
Mareike Ressing, who was the
1993 ACC indoor and outdoor
champion in the 3,000 meters, is
one of the top returning runners.
Karen Hartman is also expected to have a strong season
after being named MVP of last
year's ACC Indoor Championship.

The team hopes to contend for
the ACC championships and fin-1
ish among the top 20 nationally.'
RunnerChristineEngel says: -]
"I believe we have a shot at win-l
ning the ACC this year, if we all|
stay together and focused."
Both teams open their seasons!
September 10, at Western Caro-f
lina. After the Western Carolina
meet, each will compete in Atlanta on Saturday September 17, ;
in the Pre-ACC Invitational.

Offense needs
improvement j
continued from 13
this week at end against N.C.
State.
The special teams and the
penalties were the major problems forClemson on Saturday.
The Tigers allowed Furman
fullback. Barney Lynch to
ramble for59 yards on the opening kickoff to set the Paladins
up for a 27 yard Jim Richter
field goal.
The special teams allowed
Furman to gain 205 yards on
five kickoff returns. The Tigers
were also penalized 10 times for
97 yards.
Coach West said of the defense: "I thought we played very

solid on defense and played with
some emotion.
We had some really good
individual efforts. Wardell \
Rouse in particular played very
well as well as Brian Dawkins
and all of our front people.
"Offensively, I think we are
a little further away than we had
hoped to be at this time," West
continued.
"I was not extremely impressed of how we played. Fundamentally we have got a lot of
improving to do.
"The positive side was we
had zero turnovers. But we have
got a lot of work to do offen- i
sively."
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Remember Our
Lunch Buffet
Mon.-Fri. $^99
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11:30 am - 1:00 pm
K

VlZZA

H(Jr

Ask For The
Back-To-School
Special

Lunch is ready when you are!

Olryy^i

Breadsticks, salad, pasta,
pizza and dessert.

JJlS'
■TUXl ®
it-

b

Upgrade to Genuine Pizza Hut® Pizza for
about the same price as the other guys!
Carry Out / Delivery

2

$099

9

Extra Toppings 50t per pizza, specialty pizzas
Sl.oo extra per pizza

jit;

p Mac:

No
Coupon
Required

One Topping
Medium Pizzas

I. ,.■•

PIZZA AND
MORE BAR!
Ask your server for
details.
Limited time offer

FREE
(All you can eat!)
SALAD DESERT
BREADSTICKS

Bi

Not valid with other offers or BigFoof" pizza. Available for a limited time at
participating Pizza Hut® Restaurants.

Dine-in only with order of medium or large pizza.

^

ggnbera_1994
nnntinued from 20A

i

Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages
required. For more information call: (206) 632-1146 ext.
J53811.

m

Fundraising. Choose from
3 different fundraisers lasting either 3 or 7 days. No investment. Earn $$$ for your
group plus personal cash bonuses for yourself. Call 1-800932-0528, ext. 65.

'"'31
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The Tiger
Catholic Student Association welcomes all students
back and we wish everyone
good luck during the upcoming semester.
DCR: Hope you like the
little "Lion King." Happy
anniversary and watch out
for Big Brother! XO. LJP.

Got something to say?
Want to reach a friend?
Need a roommate, job, car,
clue? Find it all here in the
Campus Bulletin! Ads are
only 10 cents a word for students! Give you or your organization some press!

Judge Keller's Store
iS^book bags, brief cases, duffel bags
Q^^sweats, shorts, & tees
^JS^^jackets, sweaters,& wool soxs
Downtown Clemson

The TI-82 Graphing Calculator
has comprehensive, easyto-use graphing features
and a unit-to:unit link for
sharing data and programs.

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. Send SASE to
P.O. Box 10075, Olathe, KS
66051.
Experienced kitchen and
wait staff. Sardi's Den Restaurant. 653-6417.
EARN $500 or more
weekly stuffing envelopes at
home. Send long SASE to:
Country Living Shoppers,
Dept. D6, PO Box 1779,
Denham Springs, LA 70727.

t
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The TI-68 solves up to five
simultaneous equations,
performs complex number
functions and offers formuli
programming.

* Rentals
1 bedroom unfurnished
apartment. Stove and refrig> erator. Seneca. Call Gail 8820552.
APARTMENT
FOR
RENT at Daniel Sq. Female
only. Call 895-2145. Walking
distance to campus.

iliii

Mobile Home Available.
Bath and 1/2. 2 bedrooms.
Furnished. Washer/dryer.
Close to University on Shiloh
Rd. Ask for Gloria. 882-1966.
Need female roommate at
University Ridge for school
year 94-95. Ideal location. Directly across street from campus. Call (803) 268-0111.

I!

Get the year off to a great start with a TI Scientific or Business Calculator. They're
designed for students and professionals. Recommended by professors. And perfectly
matched to your major and coursework.
No matter which classes you're taking, TI Scientific and Business Calculators are
what you need to succeed. Try one at your local TI retailer today or for more information,

» For Sale

f

There's A Prerequisite For Every Class.

call 1-800-TI-CARES.

2-Family Garage Sale.
VCR, toaster oven, clothes,
, furniture, good stuff! Sat. 9/
10. Briar Lane, Central (off
Issaqueena.)

The TI-36X SOLAR, a general
purpose workhorse, is powered
by ANYLITE'" solar cells so
you never need batteries.

1987 Manual blue Nissan
Sentra with 93,000 miles.
$2800. If interested, call
' w:656-1218orh:654-1001.
Dorm room size refrigera' tor $50. 13" cable-ready TV
$75. Desktop stereo with 2
speakers $50. 882-4321.

n

The BA II PLUS has unique
display prompts that guide you
through problems. It offers
basic business functions like
time-value-of-money, plus
cash flow analysis for internal rate of return (1RR) and
net present value (NPV).

Black sofa and chair $100.
19" cable-ready color TV $50.
, 888-2317.
Mice for sale. 50 cents each.
, Call Bill or Stephen 885-1490.

O Personals

EXTENDING

GARY, DO YOU STILL
LIKE PINA COLADAS?!!
TANIA.
Thought for the month.
"Don't be afraid to do whateveryou choose in life." The

YOUR

REACH

^r

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
In Canada, rail l-S(XI-(«ll-2007,

e-mail: ticares <r» lobby.li.com
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• flnnouncements
Support Groups: Counseling and Psychological Services. 656-2451. All groups
meet weekly at times arranged
according to student schedules. Call for more information. Strictly Confidential.
Groups listed below:
Graduate Student Personal Growth Group. Designed to foster personal
growth by focusing on relationship concerns and increasing self-awareness.
Gay/Lesbian Support
Group. This group allows individuals to explore personal
relationship issues in the context of alternative sexual orientation and coping with a predominantly "straight" college
environment.
Survival Skills Group. Designed to assist minority students develop critical survival
strategies to become successful at CU.
Study Skills Group. For
students who want to improve
study skills and provide mutual support.
International Students
Group. Designed to assist international students adjust to
the college environment and
cope with the American culture.
Eating Disorders Support
Group. Support and guidance
for students struggling with
problems of eating too much
andpurging, or eating too little.
Survivors of Sexual
Trauma. Support for female
students who have been sexually abused, molested, or raped
as a child or an adult.

CROP WALK FOR HUNGER! Send a representative
of your student organization
to the 1994 CROP Walk Rally,
Monday, September 12, at
5:00 PM at the Baptist Student
Union. Get your organization
registered to walk! This is a
fantastic campus and community-wide philanthropy. We
need YOUR organization to
walk to make this year's event
better than ever. The CROP
Walk is sponsored by the
Clemson Campus Ministers'
Association. For more info,
contact Eric Dillenbeck at 8584364 or Lynn Harrelson
Palazzo at 654-7804.
Guitarist/Songwriter: am
interested in forming or joining a non-debasing secular alternative/rock band or a Christian one with a flexible schedule. Call Dewayne (803) 8824454.
Need typing done? Call
Pam at 646-7887. Cost is $2
per page.

LDS Students Institute
meets Tuesday nights at 7:00
PM, 121 Sirrine. For more information, call Sandi, 8588616.
The Presbyterian Student
Association welcomes you to
our Coffee House, tonight,
8:00 PM, Sept. 9 at 401 College Ave. Come enjoy coffee
and some great entertainment.
Also join us for Sunday
evening supper and program
at 6:00 PM. This week's theme
is "Faith Matters." A clown
troupe is presenting. Call 6549207 for more info.
Clemson area acoustic band
looking for musicians. Call
Matt at (803) 855-5537. Leave
message.

• Lost &
Found
LOST: Wedding ring at
East soccer fields. Reward. If

HOROSCOPES

| Do you read your horoscope and wish it was
I more personalized? Based on your astrological
I data, we develop your detailed, personal
'horOSCOpe (16-20) pages. Send your name, address. Date, time
(if known), place (city/state) of birth. Money order or check only $30 to
| Astrotech, P.O. Box 1050. Centra], SC 29630.

* Help
Wanted
SPRING BREAK '95SELL TRIPS, EARN CASH
& GO FREE!!! Student Travel
Services is now hiring campus representatives. Lowest
rates to Jamaica, Cancun,
Daytona, and Panama City
Beach. Call 1-800-648-4849.
Earn $2500 and Free Spring
Break Trips! Sell 8 trips & go
free! Best trips and prices! Bahamas, Cancun, Jamaica,
Panama City! Great resume
experience! 1-800-678-6386.
Make A Fortune With Your
Own Amazing 900# Business.
Free Start Up. 1-800-9429034, ext. 21148.

National wholesale electronics company seeks campus sales representative. Gain
valuable experience plus substantial earning potential. Call
1-800-345-CAVE.
$363.60 Sell 72 funny college T-shirts - profit $363.60.
Risk-free. Choose from 19 designs. Free catalog 1 -800-700
'U4250.
Experienced gymnastics instructors needed. Call Upstate
Gymnastics Center Pendleton.
646-9048 or 646-9420.
Cruise Ships Now Hiring.
Earn up to $2,000+/ month
working on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies. World
travel. Seasonal & Full-time

ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT
- Fishing Industry Students Needed! Earn up to $3,000-$6,000+
per month. Many employers provide room &
board & transportation. Male or Female. No
experience necessary. Join thousands of
other students and enjoy the most beautiful
scenery the United States has to offer.
1-206-545-4155 extA53811
Student Employment Services

Sandwiches
Specialty Items
Our famous 'Burgers

Happy Hour Specials
in our Bar 4-7pm

ADD/LD Support Group.
Emphasis will be on providing support and coping skills
iraining for students with an
attention deficit or learning
disability.

Every Wednesday Night
Student Night
10% off all food items
with Student I.D.

Pine In or Tafe Out

654-6982

SI Clemson 'Tradition
Since 1980
Located in The Shops of College Place
405 College Avenue
Clemson, SC
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Daily 5pec\a\e
at Lunch and Pinner

WINGS! WINGS! WINGS!
15 CENTS EACH DURING
HAPPY HOUR IN OUR BAR

Self Awareness Group.
Designed to help increase insight and understanding into
your own thoughts, feelings,
and behaviors.

Found: Book and misc.
items near Clemson Bell on 8/
26. Call 654-1957.

EARN $5.25 per hour calling forprestigious colleges and
universities, working 3 to 5
nights a week. Call for more
information (803) 231-7104
between 10 AM and 3 PM.

The Best Peal in Town
Luncfi:
(El txxx^on
Qritted Chicken Salad

ACOA Support Group.
Support for students who have
grown up with an alcoholic
parent or other family member who abuses substances.

Relationship Support
Group. Learn to improve relationship and social skills in a
safe and supportive environment.

found call 646-2365 or 8825742.

(pinner:
(Prime (KiS
Steaf^s
Seafood
(Pasta
Chicken
VeaC
(DailySpecials
Restaurant Hours:
Mon - Thurs 11:00am - 9:30pm
Fri-Sat 11:00am - 10:30pm
Bar Hours:
Mon - Fri 11:00am - until
Sat 11:00am- 12:00 mid
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